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PREFACE

Applications of information technologies and computer-based systems in
management are practically indispensable due to still increasing complexity of
tasks assigned to managers as well as to merciless competition and challenging
environment of modern firms and businesses. Information systems are instrumental
in decision making, strategy planning, forecasting, market research, as well as in
risk assessment, modeling, and analysis, to name just a few examples.
In this monograph we present results of various research based on different
methodologies and utilizing many interesting cases, often directly related to business practice and real-life management problems, showing theoretical and practical
importance of the subject.
Current volume consist of 16 papers written by 20 authors coming from 10
different institutions. The total number of pages equals to 136. It provides a rich
source of ideas, solutions, and perspectives. I do believe that presented results will
be useful to all parties dealing with information systems in management: researchers, experts, and business practitioners, including managers themselves. The chapters are ordered alphabetically, according to the surnames of the first-named
authors.
A process of designing a user interface for an integrated university information system with Internet access is presented and implementation of such an
interface using XML-based Cocoon technology is described (R. Budzyński,
W. Karwowski, A. Orłowski). Different kinds of risks showing up at various
phases of IT-based enterprises are analyzed (D. Dymek). A concept of an enterprise information portal being a part of a newly developed business intelligence
education platform is outlined (P. Jałowiecki, T. Woźniakowski, E. Jałowiecka).
A problem of automatic software generation is presented and illustrated using an
example of Josperis – a tool enabling creation of fully functional websites from
ERD models (T. Judycki, W. Karwowski). A survey of computer-supported
methods used in operational risk management with emphasis on self-assessment
scenarios is provided including parametric approaches to model probability
distributions as well as traditional “backward-looking” historical losses and
“forward-looking” experts’ scenarios (M. Karwański). Computer-based solutions
supporting warehouse management are described and some criteria for their
selection are given (I. Kudelska). Various issues of implementing security of web
sites using cryptographic methods available in PHP are analyzed and the best solutions are utilized to provide security of a PAKD system (P. Mazur, W. Karwowski,
A. Orłowski). A software for farms management, modernization, and investment
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planning that makes use a combination of a linear programming approach with
a dedicated farm technology database and a linear model generator is developed
and applied to an existing dairy farm and to a pig-fattening farm. A critical analysis
of some MRPII/ERP systems present on the Polish market is performed
(R. Nafkha, D. Strzęciwilk). Modern trends in development and applications of
Business Intelligence systems are discussed (Z. Odrzygóźdź, M. Karwański,
W. Szczesny). Basic techniques of analyzing Internet data in CRM systems are
described and examples of their usage are given (T. Rudny). Key elements of
internal operational risk models (system for registration of operational events,
system for calculation of economic capital, and external base of losses) are
presented in context of risk assessment (W. Szczesny, M. Karwański). Various
aspects of structure and management of electronic shops in Poland are investigated
(G. Szymański). Problems related to knowledge representations using different
kinds of artificial neural networks are scrutinized and illustrated by practical examples from systems supporting administration and economic development (J. Tchórzewski). A statistical software (GradStat) based on grade algorithms, methods, and
visualizations is described and successfully applied to an example featuring banks’
services (M. Wiech, W. Szczesny). Eventually, some answers to a question of how
to efficiently use management information systems in small or medium size IT
enterprises are provided (T. Woźniakowski, A. Orłowski, P. Jałowiecki).

Arkadiusz Orłowski
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USER INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION IN COCOON
TECHNOLOGY
Robert Budzyński
Waldemar Karwowski
Arkadiusz Orłowski
Department of Informatics
Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)

Abstract: The paper is concerned with user interface design for integrated
software solution for the Bogdan Jański Academy. At the beginning general
needs for university information system with Internet access and importance
of its user interface are described. Next Cocoon framework based on XML is
presented. Implementation of the of the user interface in Cocoon technology
is described. Finally some conclusions and experience from user interface realization are presented.
Keywords: Web site, Information system, Cocoon, XML.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Poland during the last years number of universities and colleges have grown.
Most of them are non public. All students of non public universities pay for their
study, similarly extramural students of public universities. It means that higher
education stayed a competitive market. Additionally today population of young
people is smaller than before and number of students is not growing, there is rather
decreasing tendency. As a consequence non public and public universities are
competitors, especially in the area of extramural education. In such situation effective management in many areas: education, research or economics issues, is very
important. Nowadays this task is possible to be done really effective only using
dedicated integrated information system. User interface of such system should be
very friendly, because many of potential users are not computer experts. Additionally access to the system should be possible both from local workstations and the
Internet. The web browser as a client software is standard today, for example it
gives student possibility to check needed information from home or other location
outside university.
Our research is concerned with Bogdan Jański Academy (BJA). It is a middle
size, non public, university founded in Warszawa in 1993. During years the Academy grew up increasing the number of the external branches and students. Now
more than 8000 students are studying in 6 cities (Warszawa - headquarter, Chełm,
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Kraków, Opole, Zabrze and Elbląg), most of them are extramural students. Moreover all external branches of the BJA are managed from headquarter and they make
use of one central accounts department. Under the circumstances BJA decided to
develop dedicated information system called Student Service System [1]. Work
was started in 2003 and finished in 2007, of course some updates are still needed
time to time.
The goal of our paper is to describe process of designing and implementing
management information system for BJA. In this paper we want to concentrate on
the user interface and all technical issues connected with it. Some parts of the system were discussed in separate papers, there are Student Payments System [2] and
Scheduling System [3]. We want to present most important assumptions for the
application, especially connected with user interface. We want answer to question,
how proper technology can help designer and programmer to satisfy all user requirements. Finally we want to share our experience with implementing dedicated
software solution for the university.
2. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS

Student Service System was planned as a client-sever internet application with
centralized database. Main goal was to support everyday work of BJA Dean Offices and accounts department, the next one was to give students possibility to
check information about their payments and other personal issues, finally it was
expected to prepare reports and generate other needed documents. Dean Office has
many tasks, they can be gathered into a few groups. According to that system was
divided into modules presented on the figure 1. Most of them are connected with
Dean office, they are: Student data, Payments management, Student grants,
Groups, Lecturers, Plans of study, and Schedule.
Figure 1. System modules.

Source: Own preparation.
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We have to note that many modules depend of other modules, they can not be used
separately. Every module has its specific user interface, but interfaces are very
similar. It was planned from the beginning that menu located on the left side of the
screen integrates all modules.
To develop Students Service System it was decided to use technologies with
free licenses. Moreover system was expected to be easy in installation and modification – everything should be possible to done in one place - server located at
Academy headquarter. It was required that user interface has to be based on standard web browser which supports JavaScript and SSL encryption, such browsers
are Mozilla Firefox or Internet Explorer. Other requirements according to user
interface were:
• straightforward in use - it means intuitive and easy to learn by users;
• adjusted to users with different rights to the system – according to user rights,
menu has to be automatically modified to show only available options, some
parts of information can be impossible to modification by unauthorized user.
Unlogged user has only access to particular fragments of the system, for example
information about courses. Such information is presented trough special WWW
server with specific IP address. The reason is security, additionally real site address
is masked by PHP script. To access any essential information user has to log in.
There are defined specific roles with specific rights to the system: administrator,
Dean Office worker, accountant, director of department, recruiter and others.
3. TECHNOLOGY

According to assumptions whole system is built using technologies with open
specification and free license. Linux Fedora Core 4 [5] operating system was installed on the server. As WWW server Apache was chosen and for storing data
PostgreSQL database [6] was selected. To program application, Java version 1.5
was chosen. Java is not only programming language, it is whole environment with
many additional libraries and tools. Internet programming is possible with servlets
and Java Server Pages (JSP). There are few free license servlet containers available, one of them is Jetty 4.2.23, chosen by us. Recommended configuration of
client workstation is very simply. It consists of working computer with internet
browser (e.g. Firefox version 1.5.0 or above), Acrobat Reader (version 5.05) for
viewing PDF files and additionally MS Office viewer or OpenOffice 2.0.
Preparing user interface only with servlets is very hard task because HTML
tags and Java source are mixed. Java Server Pages helps a little with separation of
business logic and presentation layer, but programmer can use other technology to
build presentation layer. In the Students Service System was utilized a framework
based on XML - Apache Cocoon [4]. Cocoon is a tool that can transform data to
HTML file. It may read data from many sources, including relational databases,
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native XML databases, file systems, and network-based data sources. Cocoon utilizes paradigm of component-based development. Transformation form data to
HTML is performed by component pipelines and each component on the pipeline
is specialized on a particular operation. Pipeline consists of generator, transforms
and serializer. Typical process is the following. After request is made a generator is
started, it converts different data sources to XML format using SAX event handlers. During the next step transformer changes, modifies and enriches SAX events
in the pipeline. At the other end of the pipeline we have serializer to generate the
needed format. There are possible a few transformation steps but sometimes only
generator and serializer is enough.
Figure 2. Cocoon pipeline.

Source: Own preparation.

We have to note that there are many types of available generators with many
options. Most important generator is a file generator, initialized by command
<map:generate src="document.xml" type="file"/>. Cocoon opens file document.xml and prepares it to further processing. Other possible core generators are:
Calendar, Directory, Imagedirectory, Jx, Linkstatus, MP3directory, Notifying, Request, SessionAttribute, Status, Stream, Xpathdirectory. There are also optional
generators like: Fragment Extractor, HTML, JSP, PHP, Profile, Script, Search,
Server Pages, Velocity, Web Service Proxy, XML:DB Collection, XML:DB Generator. Although there are many options, XSLT transforms are the most common
way of transforming XML documents into the target XML vocabularies required to
generate the target format. Core transformers are as follow: Fragment Extractor,
I18n, JPath, Log, Filter, Read DOM Session, RoleFilter, SimpleForm, SimpleFormInstance, Write DOM Session, Xinclude, Cinclude, EncodeUrl, Sourcewriting, Augment, JX Template, XSLT and optional: LDAP, Lexical, Parser, Pattern,
Session. Serializer can produce not only HTML output, content delivery may be in
PDF, MS Excel, or MS Word format, moreover picture or plot is also possible.
4. USER INTERFACE

Students Service System consists of many windows. Typical window is presented on the figure 3. On the left side we have menu, which is very important part
of every window. Underscored text means links to other windows. Right to menu
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we have main elements. For example on the figure 3 it is list of groups, user can
sort list if he click column header.
Figure 3. System window.

Source: Own preparation.

Figure 4. Cocoon pipeline (HTML publishing).

Source: „Nowoczesne aplikacje internetowe w praktyce” Madeyski Lech, Mazur Paweł [7]
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In figure 4 HTML publishing for presented window is shown. In this situation
pipeline consists of four steps. Pipeline is described in sitemap file
(“sitemap.xmap”). It is XML file. Fragment of this file connected with figure 4 is
presented below:
<map:match pattern="**/*.html">
<map:act type="auth-loggedIn">
<map:parameter name="handler" value="dziekanat"/>
<map:act type="auth-protect">
<map:generate type="serverpages" src="{1}/{2}.xsp"/>
<map:transform src="stylesheets/page2html.xsl"/>
<map:transform src="stylesheets/menu.xsl"/>
<map:serialize type="html"/>
</map:act>
</map:act>
<map:redirect-to uri="cocoon:/do-logout"/>
</map:match>

In the code above we have the following elements:
• definition of filter *.html;
• checking if user is logged as “dziekanat”;
• pipe section which needs authorization;
• taking xsp file by generator, during this process generator transforms
tags with Logicsheets and queries database;
• transformer XSLT transforms tags with css sheet to HTML tags;
• transformer adds menu;
• seializer prepares HTML output
For every HTML page to be generated, we should prepare separate XSP (eXtensible Server Pages) file. XSP file is specific for Cocoon; the idea is similar to JSP but
XSP is pure XML file. It is possible to embed Java code into XSP file by using tags
<xsp:logic>, <xsp:exp>, where xsp means namespace with XSP definitions.
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XSP file connected with presented window is listed below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsp:page language="java"
xmlns:xsp="http://apache.org/xsp"
xmlns:xsp-session="http://apache.org/xsp/session/2.0"
xmlns:xsp-request="http://apache.org/xsp/request/2.0"
xmlns:esql="http://apache.org/cocoon/SQL/v2">
<page>
<title>Wybor sali</title>
<content>
<h3><xsp-request:get-parameter name="wydzial"/></h3>
<esql:connection>
<esql:pool>studenci</esql:pool>
<xsp:logic>
String id_wydzialu= <xsp-session:get-attribute name="id_wydzialu"/>;
</xsp:logic>
<form method="post">
<xsp:attribute name="action">harmonogram.htm </xsp:attribute>
<esql:execute-query>
<esql:error-results>Error <esql:get-message/></esql:error-results>
<esql:query>
select id,sala,opis from sale
where id_wydzialu=<xsp:expr>id_wydzialu</xsp:expr>
</esql:query>
<esql:results>
<select name="id_sali">
<esql:row-results>
<option>
<xsp:attribute name="value">
<esql:get-string column="1"/>
</xsp:attribute>
<esql:get-string column="2"/>
<esql:get-string column="3"/>
</option>
</esql:row-results>
</select>
</esql:results>
</esql:execute-query>
<input name="submit" type="submit" value="wybierz"/>
<input type="hidden" name="id_harmonogramu">
<xsp:attribute name="value">
<xsp-request:get-parameter name="id_harmonogramu"/>
</xsp:attribute>
</input>
<input type="hidden" name="id_pozycji_harmonogramu">
<xsp:attribute name="value">
<xsp-request:get-parameter name="id_pozycji_harmonogramu"/>
</xsp:attribute></input>
<input type="hidden" name="akcja" value="4"/>
</form>
</esql:connection>
</content>
</page>
</xsp:page>
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Main important tags are:
•
•
•
•

<xsp:logic>, <xsp:expr> are used to embed Java code;
<esql:execute-query> descibes SQL query and results representation;
<xsp-session:get-attribute> is for taking session attribute;
<xsp-request:get-parameter> describes parameter taking for POST
or GET.
XSP functionality can be extended by Logicsheets. Logicsheets support HTTP
requests, sessions, database queries (ESQL), forms validations and sendmail.
In Students Service System we have two XSLT templates, one for displaying pages
with menu, and second for displaying only content of subpages.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Students Service System was implemented in close cooperation with users.
There were many meetings with BJA staff and final vision of user interface was in
practice designed by them. During design we used window prototypes, they were
very useful. It is the reason that system simplifies process of Dean office management. Moreover good contact with users and their consciousness of influence to
system design have some positive effects. Start with new system was much easier
and there was no psychological distance to the new. We have to conclude that only
close cooperation with user guarantee final success. From the other side Cocoon
proved to be very flexible tool and especially during early stages we could easily
made many changes. Dividing system into modules was very good decision too.
We implemented system module after module, such process was better not only for
programmer but for users also. They can concentrate on particular part of the system. Of course now, during exploitation users have new remarks and demands.
We plan to improve and extend system in the future. Particularly we plan to implement AJAX technology, it gives better quality of work. Even with slow internet
connection screens will be refreshed faster than now, what is very important for
example in preparing of schedules. At the end of this paper, we have to state that
gained experience will help to success in other projects.
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RISK MANAGEMENT IN IT BASED ENTERPRISES
Dariusz Dymek
Cracow University of Economics
Department of Computing Systems

Abstract: The crucial role of the IT based systems in the modern business is
obvious. Effectiveness of building the new systems and using of the existing
ones are one of the key factors of success in business. Unfortunately, in many
cases the IT based enterprises are identify with software projects which are
only one of the enterprise phases, the implementation phase. The other
phases: the preparation and the usage ones are not taking into account. The
consequence of such an approach is low effectiveness of the IT based enterprises – the CHAOS reports shows that more then 50% of IT based enterprise
ended without satisfactory results.
In this paper we present the characteristic of the IT based enterprises and
analysis of different kinds of risk which appears on the different phases of
enterprise. We pay a special attention on the dependence among risk factors
in the different phases of the IT based enterprise.
Key words: risk management, project management.

1. INTRODUCTION

IT based systems play important role in almost all organizations, especially the
business ones. It is the result of the high pressure of business environment, where
the fast access to accurate information is the crucial element of the management
and building the market position of any organization. As a result of this pressure,
we have a deal with continuous process of modifications or building the new IT
based systems. In consequence, every organization more and more dependent on
owned systems and their development. In such circumstances, the ability of effective implementation of the IT based enterprises is the key factor of achieving the
business goals for every organization.
The risk management is a part of every enterprise. But in general case in different phase of the enterprise we have a deal with the different kind of risk. Before we
can focus on the risk management we must characterize the IT based enterprises,
marking out and describing the phases of every enterprise, pointing out the dependences among phases and their role in achievement of the final success (section 2).
Afterwards (section 3), we present the different kinds of risk which appear in the
different phases of enterprise and interdependence among them. We also show that
treating these kinds of risk separately creates a new risk factor. In next part (section 4),
we present the conception of the integrated risk management for enterprise which
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incorporates all kinds of risk management processes in one process. In last section
we summarize presented consideration and point out the future works.
2. CHARACTERISTIC OF THE IT BASED ENTERPRISES

Every enterprise undertaken by any organization should be driven by organizational goals, which reflect the strategy of organization or derive from external environment (e.g. law regulation). The organizational goals we can treat like an expected vision of organization (its structure and performance) in the specified future.
The gap between actual and expected future state of organization is the area of
undertaken enterprises. The first phase of every enterprise – the preparation phase
– starts from searching for every possible way of achieving the given goal – the
possible solutions. The possibility of specified solutions depends on many factors
like organization characteristic (its size, organizational and financial restrictions,
etc.), external business environment, law regulations, and others. It this phase we
should consider as many possible solution as we can, and find the one which is the
best for a given organization.
If the solution we have chosen assume the using of IT based systems, especially development of new system or modifying the existing one, we will tell that
we have the IT based enterprise. Because in common practice development of IT
based system has a form of the project, we have to specify the fundamental project1
parameters: the budget, the time restrictions and the future system functionality
specification. This step ends the preparation phase and starts the next one – the
implementation phase.
In common practice the development of IT based systems is carried out by the
external contractor. The project parameters, defined at the preparation phase,
become the (project) goals for contractor and are the part of an inked contract.
It can change the perspective of view of whole enterprise: instead of organization
goals we often see only the project goals. This is a common mistake and, as we
show below, can be dangerous for the final success of the whole enterprise.
The implementation phase ends when new IT based system is ready to use.
The third phase of enterprise is the usage phase. In this phase we are trying to
use the new created tools (IT base system) to achieve the primary defined organizational goals. It is the final verification of the chosen solution (results of the
preparation phase) and its implementation (results of the implementation phase).
The interdependences among phases of the IT based enterprise, their goals and
results are presented on the schema below (fig.1).

1

Project is a sequence of unique, complex and connected activities having one goal or
purpose and must be completed by a specific time, within budget and according to specification (Karzner 2004).
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Figure 1 The interdependences among phases of the IT enterprise.
e.g. creation of new distribution
channel

Organizational Goals

Achieve by

Selection of

Solution = project goal
Are used to
achieve

e.g. building a web portal

Preparation phase

define

Project goals
Products

Result in

Process goals
(budget, time)

Product goals
(specification)

(web portal)

Implementation phase:
IT Project

Usage phase

Source: Dymek 2008b, page 3(57).

The brief characteristic of enterprise phases is presented at table 1. Let’s realize
that only the implementation phase has fully defined parameters. Other phases have
more undetermined parameters. This fact influences the problem of the enterprise
management, especially the risk management.

1

Table 1. The basic parameters of enterprise phases.
Phase
Realization form
Time restrictions
mixed: processes
Preparation
limited, undefined
and projects

2

Implementation

3

Usage

project

strictly limited

undefined, potentially
unlimited
Source: Dymek 2008b, page 2 (56).
process

Budget
undefined
strictly defined
partially defined

It is very important to understand the difference between the enterprise
(organizational) goals and the project goals. Additionally we must realize that the
final success depends on each of phases of the IT enterprise. In next section, we
show how the misunderstanding of these dependences can increase a risk of whole
enterprise.
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3. RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE IT BASED ENTERPRISE

Hazard is a part of every human activity. Especially every business decision is
connected with some uncertainty. This uncertainty of the future effects we call
a risk. In literature we can find many different kinds of risk depend on accepted
criteria of distribution. Generally, every undertaken enterprise can be influenced by
many factors. As a risk factor of the enterprise we will treat any unpredictable or
predictable but inevitable single event or sequence of events which can affect the
final result of the enterprise in potentially negative way.
Analyzing the risk of IT based enterprise we must take into account that different phases have a different characteristic. When we analyze each of phases alone
we have a deal with well known kind of risk, typical for activities of a given phase
(Dymek 2008a). And so in the preparation phase we have the deal with a typical
investment risk, in the implementation phase we have a deal with a project risk and
in the usage phase we deal with an operational risk (Meli 1999, Heindl and
Biffl 2006, Gallager and all 2005). All mentioned kinds of risk have been analyzed
in detail for many kinds of enterprises, also for IT based enterprise.
The problem is that we cannot threat them separately. On the schema at figure 2
we show the time distribution of different kind of risk in IT based enterprise.
Figure 2. Distribution of risk management in the enterprise.

Investment risk

Project risk
Operational risk

preparation

implementation

usage

Phases of enterprise

Source: Own preparation.

Let’s realize that only process of project risk management has a time
restriction. The processes of the investment and the operational risk management
are potentially time unlimited because they are part of the usage phase (which potentially has no time restriction).
With the investment risk we have a deal though whole the time of lasting of the
enterprise. It results directly from assumption, that every enterprise is driven by
organizational goal. In such a case first two phases are focused on preparing condi-
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tions and tools, which are necessary to achieve the goals in the third phase of the
enterprise. So, every event during the implementation and the usage phase can
possible affect the primary investment risk determination.
The investment risk should be controlled continuously until the enterprise goals
have been achieved. Concurrently, depending on lasting phase, we should control
the project risk and the operational risk. It means that different risk management
processes run in the same time.
Concurrency of these processes is one of the reasons that we should put them
together in one global process of enterprise risk management. The other reason is
that these processes are not separated. The results of the previous phases are part of
the entry of the next phases. Let’s realize that some parameters such as budget or
time restrictions take part in more then one kind of risk. For instance, by cutting the
budget and shortening the time limits we can lower the level of the investment risk
but in this way we can increase the level of the project risk and possible increase
also the level of the operational risk.
So, separating of the management processes of the different kinds of risk can
be an additional risk factor for the enterprise. In next section we propose some
potential solution of that problem.
4. INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT IN IT BASED ENTERPRISE

One of the reasons of the separation of the different risk management processes
is distribution of responsibility for different enterprise phases. As it was shown in
(Dymek 2008a) in typical case, different people are responsible for different enterprise phases. In natural way, they use methods and tools tailored for their needs,
also in case of the risk management.
So, to avoid this dissipation we should workout the global framework which
incorporates all used methods and tools of risk management in one global process
and standardize their usage. Creating such a framework we have to take into
account the following issue:
• Every organization has its own characteristic: number and kinds of methods
and tools must be tailored to organization needs and ability. It means that there
is no “silver bullet” solution and every organization needs workout its own
framework.
• There are many tried and true methods and tools to determine different kind of
risk. Instead of creating a new one, use existing methods, incorporating them in
one process (do not break an opened door).
• Chosen methods and tools should base on common and consistent data set.
Process of data gathering ought to be continuous and independent.
• For given particular kinds of risk use more then one method. These methods
should be unrelated to show us the situation from the different points of view.
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•

During the given phase we should have the possibility of prediction of the level
of risk in next phases. It results directly from interdependences among phases –
in the preparation phase we should predict the project risk and trying to bring it
down. The same situation we have with the implementation and the usage
phases.
Development, implementation and usage of such a framework have to be also independent from a single enterprise.
The best solution would be the incorporation of the risk assessment process
with common organizational processes. This process should be independent from
single organizational unit taking parts in enterprises (e.g. IT department) and from
any actually driven enterprises. We can create a new independent organizational
unit or use exiting one like for instance internal control department.
Such an approach creates the system of the integrated risk management which
is focused on achievement of the organizational goals instead the goals of particular enterprise phases. This system doesn’t change the responsibility distribution,
especially doesn’t affect the capacity of such a project institution as Steering
Committee or Project Manager. It gives an independent tool for the risk assessment
integrating different kinds of risk.
5. CONCLUSION

Modern approach to the IT base systems development and usage is based on
the assumption that these systems are only one of the tools used to achieve the
organizational goals. But their characteristic and majority for the whole organization make the IT based systems one of the most important tools. Development of
new system is generally long lasting and expensive process. For these reason we
should pay a special attention to any possible disturbance of this process. For successful investment in the IT based systems we need an integration of many different perspectives: the organizational, the economical and the engineering ones.
Concept of the integrated risk management for IT based enterprises, presented
in this paper, meet these expectations. This concept is not a finish and close proposition. It rather shows the way of attitude to the complex and non trivial problems
of the risk management. The concept of presented framework is partially based on
concept of the software measurement framework, which is a tool for the quality
management in the IT projects (Kan 2003). In the future I would like to focus on
creation of some exemplary frameworks and their optimization.
At the end I would like to add, that the risk management similarly to the quality
management should become the part of global organization politics.
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Summary: In the paper the conception of Enterprise Information Portal
(EIP) as a end-user interface of Simulation and Modeling System for Business (SMS-B) is presented. The system is a proposition of Business Intelligence education platform. EIP portals are also a base for Enterprise Integration Platform (EIP II) introduction in information and communication system
in institution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, commercial and non-commercial institutions functions in digital
economy, and in information society. Both of them there are global and electronic
technologies depended. In consequence, especially an effective business activity is
strong depending on abilities to collect, process, analyse and deliver information in
useful form. However, modern commercial institutions collects and stores very
large amounts of data, recently only a little over 7% of these information have been
used in business decisional processes [Burke, 2003], [Liautaud and Hammond,
2003].
The changing of this situation is possible by implementation of Business
Intelligence (BI) technologies, and by introduction of new information and communications systems based on these technologies. „Business Intelligence refers to
technologies, applications and practices for collection, integration, analysis, and
presentation of business information and sometimes to the information itself. The
purpose of business intelligence is better supporting of business decision ma king.”
[Luhn, 1958]
Modern Business Information and Communication Systems (BICS) provides
information in miscellaneous form for different internal end-user categories:
operational consumer, middle management, business analysts, executives. Moreover BICS systems based on BI technologies very often makes resources accessible
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for external information consumer: providers, partners, clients of institution [Moss
and Atre, 2003].
The first main role of BICS system is a delivering an information to end-users
in needed form, which enables an effective decision taking. The second main role
of BICS system are controlling of information and communications processes in
entire institution. It may be defined as managing of information circulation.
The third main role of BICS system is a limitation of access to data due to personal
privileges and also a personalization of needed information. Because, an amount of
stored and processed data is very large, and needs of different information consumer are very miscellaneous. In consequence, BICS should be appointed with
effective knowledge management tools and primarily with effective and universal
user interface with data personalization and access rights management mechanisms. The good solution is using of some kind of Internet portal evolution idea
customized to main user-interface role – Enterprise Information Portals.
2. OBJECTIVE

The main objective of the paper is a presentation of Enterprise Information
Portal and Enterprise Information Integration Platform ideas as parts of Simulation
and Modeling System for Business (SMS-B), which is an education platform for
e-Commerce [Jałowiecki and Karwański, 2007]. The second objective is an
assessment of possibility to use this part of SMS-B in education process on faculties: Informatics, and Informatics and Econometrics in Warsaw University of Life
Sciences.
3. ENTERPRISE INFORMATION PORTALS

„Enterprise Information Portals are applications that enable companies to unlock internally and externally stored information, and provide users a single gateway to personalized information needed to make informed business decisions.
"These systems are:"... an amalgamation of software applications that consolidate,
manage, analyze and distribute information across and outside of an enterprises,
including Business Intelligence, Content Management, Data Warehouse & Mart
and Data Management applications.” [Shilakes and Tylmann, 1998]
In late 1990’s the conception of Enterprise Information Portal (EIP) or corporate portal was presented the first time. To the present time, EIP portal conception
has been looking to be the best solution of described information needs in business.
The EIP portal idea assumes that each information consumer in institution have
a single interface, single login, and personalized access to all needed applications
and sources. EIP portals are evolutions of classical Web portals, which were intro-
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duced in middle 1990’s, and its successors – business portals specialized in business activities [Eckerson, 1999] [White, 1999].
Figure 1. A functional idea of Enterprise Information Portal.

Source: http://www.informationbuilders.com.

The structure and functionality of EIP portals based on standarized business
project methodologies: B2B (Business-to-Business), B2C (Business-to-Consumer),
B2E (Business-to-Employee), B2G (Business-to-Government). EIP portals offers
a single point of entry and user authentication to information systems and data
storages in institution basing on WWW pages technologies. Functions and data
from different systems are connected into a new, integrated elements – portlets
typically implemented with using WSPR (Web Services for Remote Portlets)
or other, similar technologies. EIP portal users can customize information environment to its own, individual preferences. The ability of accessing to EIP portal
contents and services may be limited due to priorities and access rights of different
internal and external user groups. [Gregorowicz, 2007]. Main idea of EIP portal is
presented in figure 1.
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4. ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION PLATFORM

To make possible to build of Enterprise Information Portal (EIP) as a main
universal user interface of BICS, an introduction of the Enterprise Integration Platform (EIP II) is necessary. The main objective of EIP II platform is comprehensive
Data Integration (DI) from all elements of organizational institution structure, and
from all parts of BICS. A functional idea of EIP II platform is presented in figure 2.
Figure 2. A functional idea of EIP platform from the user point of view.

Source: http://www.informationbuilders.com.

EIP II platform is very powerful solution, which must integrate data from all
parts of BICS. It must integrate almost all data base management systems and data
processing applications, which there are works inside of BICS. EIP II platform is
usually of the most expensive part of integrated BICS system. Up to 70 percent of
BICS implementation costs is connected with building of Data Integration modules
[Putnik, 2005]. An idea of data integration inside of BICS with using of integrated
EIP II platform is presented in figure 3.
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Figure 3. A data integration idea inside of EIP II platform.

Source: http://www.informationbuilders.com.
5. SIMULATION AND MODELING SYSTEM FOR BUSINESS

One of the most serious objection for informatics, economy, finances and management high-level education programs is a shortage of possibility of practical
training of integrated BICS projecting, using and managing experiences in real
occupational environment. The reason is a shortage of appropriate educational
computer platform, which enables to provide exercises in sufficient closely form to
real tasks in work.
The solution is a proposal of Simulation and Modeling System for Business
(SMS-B) as a modern BI education platform, which has an architecture, characteristics and possibilities of real, information environments in commercial banks. The
SMS-B works based on generated data, which simulates real data in amount, which
is necessary for providing of didactic processes [Jałowiecki and Karwański, 2008].
The main user interface of SMS-B is build in form of EIP portal, which works
on the base of EIP II platform integrates data processing and management in all
parts of system. A scheme of EIP/EIP II solutions introduced in SMS-B system
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with using SAS 9.0 BI solutions and main categories of system end-users are presented in figure 4.
Figure 4. EIP and EIP II solutions in SMS-B system.

Source: Own preparation on the basis of SAS materials.

The SMS-B education platform with EIP/EIIP main user interface can be used
as an auxiliary platform to provide lectures and exercises on many different faculties. Also SMS-B system may be used to implement education pathways dedicated
to e-business, digital economy or information society, primarily on the informatics
faculties.
An assessment of didactic hours in six faculties on Warsaw University of Life
Sciences, which can be realized with using of SMS-B platform is presented in
figure 5. On the Economy, Finances and Accounting, Logistics and Management
faculties, SMS-B is used in auxiliary form. On the Informatics, and Informatics and
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Econometrics SMS-B is used within dedicated didactic pathways. Courses in category A are realized only with SMS-B solutions. On the courses in category B,
SMS-B plays an auxiliary role. Category C consists an elective courses, which may
be also realized with using of SMS-B platform in both roles.
Figure 5. An assessment of didactic hours dedicated to SMS-B system in six faculties
on Warsaw University of Life Sciences.

Source: Own preparation on the basis of SAS materials.
6. CONCLUSION

The SMS-B system is an BI education platform, which has characteristics and
functionality of real information and communication environment in commercial
bank. The main user interface is EIP portal constructed on the base of EIP II platform. This is universal interface dedicated to all categories of SMS-B users, which
enables a customization and personalization of business information to its needs.
Described in the paper solutions can be used to providing of two kinds of
courses in many faculties. The first way of using is a supporting of education process during particular lectures and exercises. On Economy, Finances and Accounting, Logistics and Management faculties, SMS-B may be used to realize 2 – 7%
courses, and to support of 7 – 15% other courses. The second way is a preparation
and introduction a dedicated to e-business education pathways. On Informatics, and
Informatics and Econometrics, SMS-B can be used to realize education pathways
dedicated to e-business on 8 – 19% courses, and to support 6 – 31% other courses.
On the each of mentioned faculties offers significant amount of elective
courses, which may be prepared, introduced and realized with using of SMS-B.
It may be valuable supplement of main stream of faculty courses. The dedicated
education pathways realized with using of SMS-B equipped in EIP/EIP II solutions
may be audited by software vendors and may be finished by suitable certificate
acquisition for students.
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Abstract: In this paper is described Joperis, a software tool that can generate
fully functional website from ERD model. At the beginning the problem of
automatic software generation is presented. Some typical systems are discussed. Next Joperis and its environment is presented. Additionally generation process of the database and user interface is precisely described. Finally
some conclusions and plans of Joperis development are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet systems are in use almost everywhere, they became an important tool
in organizations. Nowadays typical system commonly uses relational database to
store data, and web browser as user interface. Historically such systems with client
server architecture utilized only CGI or a C language plug-ins. It was simplest solution, but generally data layer and presentation layer are not enough and today
systems are more complicated. Currently many organizations find that they need to
use multi-tier applications. Most users have applications with sophisticated three
tier (or more) architecture, where business logic is separated from presentation and
data storing and performed by middle tiers.
Typical system dynamically generates HTML pages on the server side and
send them to client. There are many technologies developed to perform this task.
Internet programming is possible with PHP, ASP.NET (C# or Visual Basic), Java
programmers have servlets, Java Server Pages (JSP) or full J2EE solutions. To
simplify website creation many frameworks were developed like Symphony (PHP),
Spring (Java) or very popular Ruby on Rails. Because today time is important factor, the challenge is to prepare application as fast as possible with maximally low
cost. To achieving this goal developing process has to be at least partially automated.
The goal of our paper is to examine programs for rapid development of CRUD
(create, retrieve, update, delete) applications and present advantages of new generator Joperis designed and implemented in Textus Virtualis [1]. First we review
tools for generation of internet application connected with database. Next we will
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concentrate on technologies chosen for Joperis development.. Then we will present
how to prepare database and user interface immediately from ERD model, and
describe process of designing and implementing internet application with Joperis.
We show how proper technology can help designer and programmer to maximally
short time of development. Finally we want to describe perspectives of the future
Joperis development.
2. SOFTWARE GENERATION TOOLS

Nowadays software developers have many CASE (Computer Aided Software
Engineering) tools and software modelling is easier than before. Rapid application
development (RAD) techniques are essential to accelerate software systems development. RAD and CASE tools are very popular and typically they are part of
many IDEs (Integrated Development Environment). To short development process
many tasks are automated, for example: designer can create ERD diagram and SQL
scripts for database creating are immediately generated for him. Similarly from
UML diagrams class skeletons in programming language are derived, and in consequence coding is essentially limited. Additionally there are available many ready
components and code snippets. Visual IDEs allow users to create new applications
by moving programming building blocks or code nodes to create flowcharts or
structure diagrams which are then compiled or interpreted. We shortly review few
popular tools with special attention for creating the database based internet applications.
IBM Rational Web Developer [2] for WebSphere Software has advanced Container Managed Persistence framework to support any backend system or service
that supports creating, retrieving, updating, and deleting methods. System is integrated with Rational Architect and supports Java internet applications. It is very
powerful tool but very expensive.
Microsoft Visual Studio [3] offers ASP.NET technology. User can connect
with existing database, view tables in graphical form and simply drag table into
web form. GridView and SQLDataSource controls will be prepared for him automatically. Defining new database and tables is easy. CRUD methods are immediately available. There is not expensive version of Visual Studio for ASP.NET –
Microsoft Expression Web (first version was freely available) which cooperates
with free version of MS SQL Server Express Edition. Developer can prepare small
website with database with almost no cost. There is one limitation WWW server
has to be Microsoft IIS.
Sybase offers PowerBuilder [4] which has a native data-handling object called
a DataWindow, which can be used to create, edit, and display data from the database. This object gives the programmer a number of tools for specifying and controlling user interface appearance and behaviour, and also provides simplified
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access to database content. PowerBuilder is very advanced and sophisticated tool
but rather expensive.
Magic eDeveloper [5] (newest version has name uniPaaS) enables developers
to rapidly develop interactive Web applications. The approach can be described as
a table-driven rapid application paradigm that does not entail the creation of lineby-line programming code. The Magic development paradigm provides an integrated mechanism to define client-side functionality for field-level validation, vent
trapping and executions, automatic refresh of data within fields, automatic changes
to the appearance of interface elements, and direct updates of data views. Magic’s
interactive web development leads to rapid time-to-market for web applications.
Magic eDeveloper is powerful but very expensive.
There are many other, less known, commercial and free tools which are for
preparing user interface for existing database. Most of them utilize Java, ASP.NET
or PHP technology. Database Bean Generator [6] is a Java, free of charge, utility to
generate java beans from database to automate the creation of little applications
database based. DB3NF [7] is rapid web application development platform designed for fast and easy creation of high performance, maintainable and scalable
web applications of virtually any kind. It reduces development time and provides
a consistent look and feel throughout the application. DB3NF is dedicated for
Microsoft environment: ASP.NET and Visual Basic. Iron Speed Designer [8]
accelerates web application development. It generates database and reporting
applications for .NET in minutes. Quickly creates visually stunning, feature-rich
Web 2.0 applications that are easy to customize and ready to deploy. There is free
edition of Iron Speed for limited size databases. LLBLGen Pro [9] is commercial
O/R mapper and data-access tier generator for .NET. It generates a complete dataaccess tier and business façade/support tier (in C# or VB.NET) using an existing
database schema set. The generated .NET code is compiler-ready and can be used
after compiling by other applications. Furthermore LLBLGen Pro fully supports
existing stored procedures by creating wrapper code, that lets user call a stored
procedure with one line of code. Commercial ASP.NETMaker, JSPMaker and
PHPMaker [10] can create a full set of ASP.NET 2.0, JSP or PHP pages quickly
from Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and other ODBC
data sources. Xlinesoft [11] offers advanced commercial products: PHPRunner and
ASPRunner, they build visually appealing web interface for databases. SQL
Maestro Group [12] PHP Generator for MySQL is a freeware but powerful
MySQL GUI frontend that allows user to generate high-quality MySQL PHP
scripts for the selected tables, views and queries for the further working with these
objects through the web. The final script has all the powerful features: data navigation, sorting, advanced filtering, modification, addition and deletion. There are
available other versions of this product: MSSQL PHP Generator, PostgreSQL PHP
Generator, Oracle PHP Generator and SQLite PHP Generator. At the end we men-
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tion phpMyEdit [13]. It is a popular open source application which generates PHP
code for displaying/editing MySQL tables in HTML. All user needs to do is to
write a simple calling program (a utility to do this is included). It includes a huge
set of table manipulation functions (record addition, change, view, copy, and
removal), table sorting, filtering, table lookups, and more.
3. JOPERIS ASSUMPTIONS AND UTILIZED TECHNOLOGY

Although many tools are available to prepare internet applications with database still exists niche for specialized solutions. Many organizations need simple
and cheap solution with interface only for adding and retrieving data from database. Idea of Joperis meets mentioned demands. Assumption that solution should
be not expensive, causes that Joperis is based on free technologies. At the beginning it was to decided which technology is better for this task: PHP or Java. PHP
engine works on free Apache www server. Java has few free application servers
(JBoss, Geronimo). Some of them need stronger hardware, but if we use only
servlets not full EJB we can choose servlet container Apache Tomcat which is
available for free and does not require strong hardware. Because Java is more mature object oriented language than PHP there were made decision to choose Java.
Today servlets are a popular choice for building interactive web applications.
Servlets are protocol and platform independent server side components, written in
Java, which dynamically extend Java enabled servers. They provide a general
framework for services built using the request-response paradigm. Their initial use
is to provide secure web-based access to data which is presented using HTML web
pages, interactively viewing or modifying that data using dynamic web page generation techniques. The generated content is commonly HTML, but may be other
data such as XML. A simple servlet can process data which was POSTed over
HTTPS using an HTML FORM. The package javax.servlet.http defines HTTPspecific subclasses of the generic servlet elements, including session management
objects that track multiple requests and responses between the web server and
a client. Servlets can maintain state across many server transactions by using HTTP
cookies, session variables or URL rewriting. Servlets also provide a strong platform for semi-custom applications, for example, servlets can use JDBC to contact
an application’s highly tuned relational databases.
Next decision was to choose database. There were two candidates MySQL and
PostgreSQL, the last one was chosen. Last step was to choose database modelling
tool. There are many tools for ERD diagramming but there were only one freely
available and interesting candidate DBDesigner. DBDesigner produces not only
ERD diagrams, it stores model in readable xml file. Such file can be easily automatically processed.
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4. PROCESS OF GENERATION APPLICATION

Free tools and technologies is big advantage but most important is application
creation time. Traditionally, in database applications, at the beginning analysts
prepare data model in ERD diagram form. Next they have to prepare SQL scripts
and execute them to create database. Then they have to prepare java classes and
establish data access with JDBC. Additionally methods with queries for create,
read, update, and delete should be coded. Preparing user interface (dynamic forms,
navigation buttons etc.) manually with servlets is very hard task because HTML
tags and Java source are mixed. Coding is time consuming. According to Textus
Virtualis experience with traditional approach, time of preparing standard application is about six weeks (figure1). New solution – Joperis - can limit needed time to
three weeks (figure 2).
Figure 1. Traditional approach.
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Source: own preparation.

Figure 2. Joperis approach.
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Source: own preparation.
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Joperis, using ERD model prepared with DBDesigner (xml file), enriched with
some extra information, generates standard application in minutes and installs it so
it is ready to use. Typical steps are the following:
1. Prepare ERD in DBDesigner.
2. Generate application from ERD.
3. Modify generated source code.
4. Modify ERD model.
5. Regenerate application.
Figure 3. Fragment of prepared ERD diagram.

Source: own preparation.

Analysts prepare visually ERD diagram as presented on the figure 3, all project is
stored in XML file (see code 1).
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<TABLE ID="1116" Tablename="firma" PrevTableName="Table_08" XPos="1449"
YPos="68" TableType="0" TablePrefix="0" nmTable="0" Temporary="0" UseStandardInserts="0" StandardInserts="\n" TableOptions="DelayKeyTblUpdates=0\nPackKeys=0\nRowChecksum=0\nRowFormat=0\nUseRaid
=0\nRaidType=0\n" Comments="SingleLabel=\APartner\A\nMultiLabel=\APartnerzy\A\nChildren=\Aosoba\A
\n" Collapsed="0" IsLinkedObject="0" IDLinkedModel="-1" Obj_id_Linked="-1"
OrderPos="12" >
<COLUMNS>
<COLUMN ID="1118" ColName="firma_id" PrevColName="instytucja_id" Pos="0"
idDatatype="5" DatatypeParams="" Width="-1" Prec="-1" PrimaryKey="1" NotNull="1" AutoInc="1" IsForeignKey="0" DefaultValue="" Comments="IsCode=\Atrue\A ListCol=\A10\A EditRow=\A2000\A Label=\AId\A">
<OPTIONSELECTED>
<OPTIONSELECT Value="1" />
<OPTIONSELECT Value="0" />
</OPTIONSELECTED>
</COLUMN>
...
</TABLE>

Code 1. Fragment of XML file with ERD model.

Joperis using this file generates application and after minutes we can start it. Sample user interface is presented on the figure 4.
Figure 4. User interface generated by Joperis.

Source: Own preparation

If we want to modify generated code we can do it. Fragment of modified
source code is presented below (code 2), text in bold is added by programmer (column Stan is now in graphic form). We rebuilt program and result is seen on the
figure 5. Of course it may happen that something in the database structure should
be changed after modification. In such situation we can modify ERD model and
regenerate application. Code modification is not lost. It is possible because modification was made in derived class (class firma_list extends firma_gen_list)
and regeneration does not touch it. On the figure 6 we can see result of adding new
column and regeneration, changes made in source code are still present. Process of
code modification, changes of model and regeneration can be continued iteratively.
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/* Copyright Textus Virtualis, Ltd.
* http://www.tv.com.pl
* All Rights Reserved.
*/
package app;
import gen.*;
import joperis.templates.*;
public class firma_list extends firma_gen_list {
private static final long serialVersionUID = -1L;
@Override
public boolean customDisplayColumn(ListColParam lcp, ServletParam sp) {
if( lcp.fieldNames.indexOf("|stan|") >= 0 ) {
sp.out.println("<td>");
firma_db firma = (firma_db) sp.db;
if( firma.stan.equals( "Z" ) )
sp.out.println( "<img src=../images/check1.gif>" );
else
sp.out.println( "<img src=../images/cancel.gif>" );
sp.out.println( "</td>" );
return true;
} else {
return false;
}
}
}

Code 2. Source code with modification.

Figure 5. User interface after code modification.

Source: Own preparation.

Figure 6. User interface after regeneration.

Source: Own preparation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Joperis is so unique because it uses only freeware / open source technologies
and generates complete, ready to use application. Developing process is essentially
shorted and simplified. Contrary to many other tools real possibility of modification generated code is supported because subsequent regeneration preserves
changes. In short future there is planned support for other databases, moreover it is
planned to release Joperis as shareware tools like mySQL. At the end of this paper,
we have to state that gained experience with technologies, helped Textus Virtualis
successfully developed new very efficient tool. Knowledge about servlets, databases, ERD modelling and XML format connected together gave new value - software generator Joperis.
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Abstract: In this article the author takes an attempt to provide a survey of
technical methods used in opreational risk. Because of lack of data a specific
processes of evaluating and analysing risk are angaged to improve the quality
of results obtained. One of such improvement are self-assessment scenarios.
Scenarios are simply the banks’ experts opinions but the methods of joining
the models based on historical data and experts’ expectations are on very
early stage of development. Some propositions how to solve that problems
are adressed – parametric approach to model probability distributions as well
as traditional “backward-looking” historical losses and “forward-looking”
experts’ scenarios seems to be very good starting point. From IT point of
view such process requires very flexible system based on BI framework.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Data Integration.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Basel II Accord introduces three approaches to the quantification of Operation Risk (OR) measurement [4]:
1. the Basic Indicator Approach (BI): the operational risk capital is defined as
a multiple of the gross income of the institution, under the hypothesis that risk
is related to size. Gross income is the sum of the interest margin, the fee
income, and the other revenues. This most simple approach is only available to
local banks.
2. the Standardized Approach (SA): similarly to the first approach, the operational risk capital is calculated on the basis of gross income, but a split is made
per business line. The regulator distinguishes different operational risk levels
according to the type of activity performed.
3. the Advanced Measurement Approach (AMA) : banks are free to model the
calculations defining the necessary regulatory capital covering their operational
risk themselves, with a confidence interval of 99.9%. In order to adopt the
AMA, banks have to comply with numerous quantitative and qualitative crite-
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ria regarding their risk management tools, techniques, involvement and expertise in the field of operational risk. Among those:
• incident reporting history of 5 years;
• existence of contingency and business continuity plans;
• independent, day-to-day OR management;
• implication of senior management;
• written policies and procedures;
• inclusion of external data for the calculation of the capital at risk, along
with scenario analysis and stress testing.
The AMA permits an unprecedented amount of flexibility in the methodology used
to assess OR capital requirements, albeit within the context of strict qualifying
criteria. Many quantitative and qualitative techniques for measuring operational
risk have been proposed, most of them are different variants of the Loss Distribution Approach (LDA).
LDA belongs to a statistical bottom-up approach for the calculation of the Operational Risk loss and is based on the same idea as the models commonly used in
the insurance modeling. The idea is that the total operational risk loss is a simple
sum of individual operational risk losses whereas the number of losses and the
severity of each individual loss are random variables. The goal of LDA is to get the
probability distribution of the total loss for a given time period and calculate risk
measures like expected loss and unexpected loss called Value at Risk.
Loss distribution aggregates two distinct distributions: the severity distribution,
representing the losses per event, and the frequency distribution, modeling the
number of losses per period of time. The loss distribution for operational risk is
asymmetrical, skewed to the left, with a long tail to the right - the mass of the
losses are of high frequency and low severity, while increasingly large losses become more and more rare.
The modern IT systems from BI class are very useful when appropriate calculations should be applied.
It will discuss in this article methods used in BI systems how to adjust LDA
models to incorporate not only historical data that is not enough in volume but also
prospective view of the potential risk based on the collection of experts information.
2. BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) SYSTEM AS FRAMEWORK SUPPORTING
CALCULATION OF OPERATIONAL RISK

The structure of the solution should be hierarchical, consists of a few layers,
and ensures the implementation of all the business functions the bank requires to
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manage operational risk. Control procedures and data base constitute the lowest
system layer. The system should be fed from a Data Warehouse. It is also possible
to feed the system directly from the bank’s Ledger and Transactional System extracts. However operational risk requires implementation of sophisticated models
that allow mixing internal and external data.
The main features of the data model are:
• integration and consolidation of data from the Bank’s transactional systems
and other data sources (including external data) to the extent required to produce a single, all-embracing and consolidated model.
• centralizing and automating the data access management process, data integrity
check and provision of mechanisms that support the process of data check and
error detection.
• centralizing the information storage, generation and distribution mechanism;
• providing system flexibility thanks to the feature of adding both new data and
analytical procedures, most notably various schemes for calculating and recording all results obtained.
A layer-based BI architecture makes it possible to integrate all the components into
a single system. Data Mart constitutes the core element of the system. This makes
it possible to administrate the system from "one place" and monitor all processes.
Adopting such solution results in the following:
• relieving the existing systems as regards analyses and reporting;
• introducing a mechanism for recording Data Mart elements in a metabase;
• centralizing and automating the data access management and system repository
feed process;
• introducing a centralized process data processing management system, while
retaining the ability to physically scatter the applications and do the processing
on multiple machines.
• using client-server mechanisms;
• unifying information access control mechanisms;
• sharing process data of different systems;
• introducing a mechanism for accessing external system reports and processing
them into a database;
• developing a single concept for integrating future systems.
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The following chart visualizes the concept of data model needed by analytical
engine.
Figure 1. Data model used by Operational Risk Analytical Engine.
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Source: SAS [7].
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3. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DATA

The first step to generating meaningful loss distributions, is to organize loss
data into categories of losses and business activities, which share the same basic
risk profile or behavior patterns. For instance, we expect that fraud losses in Retail
Banking will share a unique loss distribution, which may be quite different from
employee claims in the Investment Banking business.
The main objective of an LDA model is to provide realistic risk estimates for the
bank and its business units based on loss distributions that accurately reflect the underlying data. The fundamental premise underlying LDA is that each bank’s operational losses are a reflection of its underlying operational risk exposure.
Banks using LDA are required to map their loss data to the standard matrix (figure 1),
and prove that they have accounted for losses in all aspects of their operations, without being further restricted as to how they actually model the data.
The application of the LDA to the quantification of Operational Risk is a difficult
task. This is not only due to the ambitious soundness standards for risk capital but
also to problems related to operational risk data and the definition of operational risk
exposure, more precisely [2]:
• The shortage of relevant operational risk data,
• The context dependent nature of operational risk data, and
• The current lack of a strongly risk sensitive exposure measure in operational
risk modeling.
Typical internal losses are small and loss frequency pattern looks like below (fig. 2),
therefore bigger loss events from external sources have to be taken to account [5].
In order to comply with Basel II, the AMA ought to specify a proper way to integrate
external loss data into the capital charge calculation. The Basel Committee suggests
using one of the following three methods:
• Integrating external data in the internal loss database to increase the number of
observations
• Estimating separately the operational risk profile of internal and external database and combining them by Bayesian techniques
• Providing additional examples and descriptions of real large loss events to
illustrate “what if” scenarios and to allow the self-assessment of extreme risks.
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Figure 2. Risk calculation on standard matrix (Type Events by Business Lines).

Small Losses
reasonable coverage
by internal data

Medium Losses
poor coverage
by internal data

Big Losses
no coverage
by internal data

Source: Michael Auer [5].

In order to comply with Basel II, the AMA ought to specify a proper way to
integrate external loss data into the capital charge calculation. The Basel Committee suggests using one of the following three methods:
• Integrating external data in the internal loss database to increase the number of
observations
• Estimating separately the operational risk profile of internal and external database and combining them by Bayesian techniques
• Providing additional examples and descriptions of real large loss events to
illustrate “what if” scenarios and to allow the self-assessment of extreme risks.
In this article I describe the incorporation of the scenarios obtained from experts.
For each scenario banks assess potential loss frequencies and potential loss severities. The organizational process of evaluation is based on:
• questionnaires
• guided workshops
• central (management) expertise
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4. SELF ASSESSMENT AND SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Scenario analysis is very important source of information. Scenarios are defined as potential events (i.e. events that could happen in the future). In contrary to
LDA models mainly rely on historical loss data and are inherently backward
looking. It is therefore important to incorporate a component that reflects changes
in the business and control environment in a timely manner. Common industry
practice is to collect data by self-assessment process. The concept of self
assessment scenario analysis should deserve further clarification. Roughly speaking, when we refer to scenario analysis, we want to express the idea that banks’
experts and experienced managers have some reliable intuitions on the riskiness of
their business and that these intuitions are not entirely reflected in the bank’s historical, internal data. As a first requirement, we expect that experts should have the
opportunity to give their approval to capital charge results. In a second step, one
can imagine that experts’ intuitions are directly plugged into severity and frequency estimations. Experts’ intuition can be captured through scenario building.
More precisely, a scenario is given by a potential loss amount and the corresponding probability of occurrence. As an example, an expert may assert that a loss of
(say) one million euros or higher is expected to occur once every (say) 5 years.
This is a valuable information in many cases, either when loss data are rare and do
not allow for statistically sound results or when historical loss data are not sufficiently forward-looking. The issue which has to be addressed is how one can extract useful information from experts’ scenarios and how it can be plugged into a
conventional LDA framework.
In self assessment analysis, risk is defined as product of likelihood and impact
[1]. For each risk type identified in the risk register through the interview process,
the person is also asked to assess the likelihood of the downside and the impact of
that risk incident. The risk type incident is then placed in the risk map, which is
typically a 4 x 4 matrix [6].
For each risk, there is only one assigned likelihood and impact. At first blush,
that definition is logical and appealingly simple. However, in reality, a risky position can result in a range of different outcomes with varying likelihoods or probabilities. Put differently, if your outcome is not guaranteed, there is a risk, and
your expected outcome is only one of many possibilities. Understanding your risk
profile means being able to depict the full range and probability distribution of
possible outcomes. In many cases the such evaluation of risk is to simply and
wrong.
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Figure 3. Heat map – qualitative measure of operational risk.

Source: J.Lee, L.Wee [6].

A good risk model must be consistent, robust, and stable over time, so that
changes in economic result from changes in the underlying risk profile. A model on
risk should base on statistical theory such:
• The model requires the estimation of loss distribution.
• The model requires the estimation of loss distribution parameters.
5. QUANTIFICATION OF RISK

The aim of this section is to combine the expert’s opinion and the parameterized model. We propose the parametric approach to calculation Risk and Control
Assessment process. Usually, an expert remembers more or less how often an event
occurred in the past years or can at least express an opinion on the supposed occurrence. Hence the risk analyst can transfer the opinions obtained by the expert poll
into a parametric distribution.
Intuitively, we could describe the questions in the process as follows:
1. Which events do I remember and how much were their severity?
2. How many of those events have happened in a year on average?
3. How many of those events happened in a good year(minimum) and in a bad
year (maximum)?
These questions are quite easy. However, the crucial losses are usually the lowfrequency, high-impact events that occur very rarely. For those events, an additional
step has to be introduced to the process to elicit how many events occur in one year:
1. How much were the overall severity of the events in the past 20 years?
2. How many events happened in that time?
3. How many events can happen in the chosen time range in worst- and best-case
scenarios.
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However, there are consistency and technical issues related to the use of experts
opinion data, which makes the whole problem more challenging [3]. Reliability
issues arise when data is drawn from many experts. This information is subject to
numerous truncations. For example, the scaling problem can be resolved by including scaling factors based on Key Risks Indicators (KRIs), choice an appropriate parametric distributions functions can solved an aggregation problems associated with the categorization of event.
6. CONCLUSION

This short article was focused on some technical issues raised in the course of
an LDA implementation. Though technical, these issues are nevertheless important
as they have a major impact on capital charges if incorrectly tackled. Our experience has taught us that the following methods should be used to join information
from different sources:
1. Incident Reporting : simple analysis that gives a view of past events, their nature and their cause.
2. Dashboards: dynamic analysis that describe the evolution of operational events
by business lines and event types, providing a dynamic representation of the
losses.
3. Key Risks Indicators : benchmarking analysis that allows a comparison and
scaling events to predefined standards and an assessment of the evolution of
the risk.
4. Risk and Control Self Assessment: proactive analysis that provides an experts
opinions about possible future.
Analytical methods used to quantification risk and reporting them on different levels of management need sophisticated statistical models as well as high quality
data obtained from historical database and experts scenarios [7].
The process of selecting, enhancing and approving the loss data from all sources
and finally feeding it into the risk model requires very flexible IT system. With a
lack of integrated solutions in the past, early adopter banks had to develop
“homegrown” operational risk systems and simple template-based assessment
tools. Such systems were adequate as tools in themselves, they are less integrated
and were siloed within business units—with inconsistent underlying data models
between various functions (e.g., control self-assessment tool, loss data capture, and
KRI components), thus limiting more advanced analysis.
Implementing Basel methodology requires integrated IT system because of
multidimensional risk definition used by banks. More detailed description of such
systems within Business Intelligence framework is present in the article “Some key
elements of implementation Internal Operational Risk Model with the Business
Intelligence System tools”.
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IN WAREHOUSES
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Summary: Present paper illustrates computing solutions applied in warehouse management. It presents so-called WMS systems – Warehouse Management Systems but also describes differences between WMS systems and
other systems of stocks management. Further part of the elaboration concerns
criteria of system selection.
Key words: warehouse, systems of resources planning, warehouse management systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Development in economy has increased the number of functions that warehouses must fulfill. Warehouses have new equipment and new devices. They have
been reorganized because the importance of supply stock-houses has diminished.
Along with development of information technologies enterprises have become
more computerized. Initially the main area of implementation of MRPII/ERP class
systems was the finance and accounting department (diagram 1). Applications concerning warehouse management have taken a place much further in the general
ranking, because software producers were concentrated mostly on support of circulation and edition of warehouse documents, so the system would be accordant
with act about accountancy and they created stock systems. [5] Hence, nowadays
we might observe many implementations of systems including MRP II mechanism.
This causes implementation of modules or WMS systems.
At first software producers have implemented in enterprises MRPII / ERP systems simultaneously with “old” systems of warehouse management. They have
also created many modern and independent instruments supporting stock management, which obtained a status of standardized extension of MRPII/ERP class systems of reputable producers. At present there are in the market many solutions
supporting stock administration in particular areas of warehouse’s processes, not
only stock management [4], [5].
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Diagram 1. Popularity of software module in implementations of systems
of MRPII/ class in Poland.
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Source: Business Week, nr 17, 2005.
2. WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

Modern computing systems supporting warehouse areas can be divided into
two kinds of information systems: stock administration systems (those are most
often functional modules of MRPII/ERP systems) and WMS systems. The usefulness of stock administration systems, which are often identified with warehouse
administration, concerns mostly registering state of warehouse stocks and painting
documents illustrating operations realized in particular logistic unit. Determined
systems record stocks but they don’t “observe” movements in the warehouse [7].
Therefore we can’t use stock administration systems as a computed instrument
for optimizing warehouse management from a point of view of logistic stocks
streams flow. Only WMS systems are suitable for this purpose [4].
Optimization of accommodation of stored logistical units and optimization of
function of storage becomes the more important in a warehouse. It has impact on
efficiency of realized stock administration in domain of use of warehouse area, as
well as technical and human resources the company has [4]. Following processes
are fundamental operations in a warehouse [3], [7]:
1. Receipt,
2. Warehousing,
3. Staging,
4. Rationing out.
Presented phases can be divided into individual elementary operations, like: unloading from means of transport, trans-shipment operations, transport into storage
area, etc.
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Functionality of computed service in a warehouse should be developed to
a stage, in which the system “takes control” over processes including crucial
operational activities. A WMS system fulfills such requirements, which must have
faultless and unequivocal record of such type of event (In a range possible to obtain
with use of determined technical instruments).
Warehouse Management System is an instrument implemented in a warehouse
as independent software, which enables through interfaces connection with external
information system, usually with a MRPII/ERP system. This way we create
a peaceful Exchange of data between module of purchase and sale within WMS
systems and stock administration systems, as well as cooperation with business
partners and financial settlements in financial and accountancy modules or in ERP
systems (figure 1) [4]. Another important thing is that the system doesn’t interfere
existing computing structure in the company [6], it develops it.
Thanks to its specific algorithms that are equivalents of information concerning
logistic processes, the WMS system can be implemented in large warehouse-style
retail stores, with fully automated options of manipulation and relocation.
It supports all technical operations realized in a warehouse that are connected with
the realization of the process of allocating goods in warehouse‘s space and which
cooperates with instruments of automatic identification (ADC − Automatic Date
Capture).
These are fundamental elements of WMS solutions [6]:
1. Warehouse administration
2. Warehouse place
3. Warehouse contents
4. Logistic documentation
5. Orders for supplier
6. Requests for client
7. Reservation of goods
8. Generating loads
9. Registering supplies from outsider and from production department
10. Transport and dispatching
WMS systems may be also treated as elements of a Supply Chain Management
(SCM), and they can be responsible for its warehouse nodes.
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Figure 1. Basic functions of WMS system.

Source: personal elaboration based on [7].
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3. CRITERIA OF SELECTION OF SYSTEM

A proper selection of WMS system should be prepared by a detailed analysis of
warehouse logistic processes. There are many criteria of selecting a WMS system.
Flexibility is one of basic criteria that should be taken under consideration in
range of configurations of the system according to individual demands of its user.
Such type of systems should reflect the real structure of warehouses, consisting
spacer for particular purposes, like: loading docks, warehousing area, staging and
rationing out. Determined spaces consist smaller areas that represent basic and
indivisible entities. WMS system clearly describes each place in a warehouse using
an address with a symbol of the warehouse and a symbol of the area. Such
approach enables marking determined groups of areas that have similar values or
groups of stocks of similar characteristics, like: width, height, depth, capacity.
The system uses determined features for controlling positions put inside (with help
of goods’ indexes), but also generates information about stage of “occupancy” of
particular area and “gives hints” what to do if the area responding to particular
requirements concerning determined above features. Each WMS system should be
supported by techniques and ADC equipment, which allows it to control the flow
of goods in a warehouse in real time (figure 2) [3], [8].
Figure 2. Communication of information devices in a company.

Source: personal elaboration based on [6].

Moreover, another important factor of company’s flexibility is its ability for
defining individual rules and determining rules of positioning and collecting goods
by system’s user. Another essential parameter of selecting a system is evidence of
stock flow, i.e. receiving stocks, completing stores, staging according to orders,
rationing out (figure 2). All operations realized in a warehouse are initiated by
warehouse documentation.
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WMS generates various documents, like for example: indoors outgoings (IO:
pl. RW), waste acceptance (WA: pl. PO), return inside (RI: pl. ZW), return outside
(RO: pl. ZZ), income inside (II: pl. PW), rationing outside (Ro: pl. WZ), income
outside (Io: pl. PZ), change registered in a past-inventory record (CR: pl. PR), onbalance sheet (OB: pl. BO), reservation of stocks, renting (RS: pl. WP), return from
supplier (RS: pl. ZD). Enumerated documents are recording the quantitative flow
of stocks in a warehouse, with an accuracy concerning place of warehousing [8].
Documents from WMS systems remain elements of ERP systems and they are
connected with documents and generated from modules operating in the area of
orders or sale. Yet, if the WSM system works autonomously, data exchange
through adequate interfaces. It is a way for the system of warehouse management
to actualize information concerning stocks, their attributes, logistic units as well
cooperators. WMS cooperates with ADC techniques, therefore it is able to register
processes of stock flow and to generate a warehouse document after the last position.
Presented criteria affect the assessment of functionality of information instruments, like WMS. Process management is one of key questions in the whole activity of an enterprise. In situations of relocation, warehousing logistic units (stocks)
defined problem become even more important. Utilization of instruments, like:
• bar codes,
• RFID methods,
• recognition of magnetic ink,
• visual devices (recognition of image)
• bare codes scanners etc.
in warehouse processes systems, like ADC, as well as for standards GS1 enables
optimization of usage of warehouse space, complete control of enterprise’s. It also
provides reduction of time for realization of service and elimination of errors, observation of stock flow within the whole chain of supplies and optimization of
warehouse functioning.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Warehousing stocks is a very important area of activity in service or production
enterprises. The problem of optimizing warehouse processes with help of advanced
computed instruments in Poland is a new concept. Therefore Polish warehouse
management uses most often integrated IRP systems instead of specialized warehouse applications of WMS class. Hence functionality of WMS systems is so wide,
that it also includes warehouse processes. Still, only the combination of WMS systems with ADC equipment offers a combination of real service of warehouse management processes. In result of using them the company optimizes functioning of
its warehouse, but also its logistic processes.
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UTILIZING CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS IN PAKD SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION
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Abstract: The paper is focused to the problem of implementing security of
PAKD web site. At the beginning architecture of PAKD web site and it’s
most important functionality are described. Possible technologies and methods of developing such web site are discussed. A variety of cryptographic
methods available in PHP have been descried and analyzed for present their
functionality. Some possible solutions are presented and compared, moreover
their consequences for the web site are discussed. Implementation of the selected cryptographic methods is described. Finally some conclusions and experience from system realization are presented.
Key words: Web site, Information system, Cryptography, PHP.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the university, exchange of ideas among scientific workers is very important. Traditional seminars and discussions are most useful, but sometimes frequent
meetings are not possible. Modern communication methods like email or telephone
are fast, effective and cheap but not enough. For example if data should be stored
in the database some problems with email appear, data from email text should be
rewritten into database. Similarly after telephone talk information should be denoted and stored. Nowadays every university department has its web site and people have access to it from different places. Internet, more precisely various applications based on it, makes possible many ways of communication. Mentioned
email is one of them, especially in group communication very useful are newsletters and electronic mailing list. Today very popular are instant messengers and
online chats, many programs have such features like delivering voice and pictures
in real time and users can make full video conferencing. Mentioned applications
fulfil all needs of particular users, but to achieve it use of several programs together
is necessary. Companies like Google gives users not only email boxes, there are
calendars, place for storing data and other utilities. Moreover user can share resources with friends. Microsoft offers Windows Life with similar functionality, but
all data is storing on provider servers. From university users view storing data out-
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side local computers is unacceptable, additionally they want to have all needed
functionality grouped in one application. This observation caused that in Department of Informatics at Warsaw University of Life Sciences appeared idea of dedicated discussion-communication internet platform named PAKD (it is acronym for
Academic Discussion Communication Portal) for organized groups: lecturers,
teaching assistants, dean office workers etc.. Application integrates CMS functionality with chats and instant messengers possibilities. Everything through WWW
page. Such Internet system seems to be the best solution to store and exchange
information among scientific workers.
The goal of our paper is to present most important assumptions for PAKD
application, especially connected with security. We want answer to question, how
such system should be organized in order to satisfy all requirements. Simultaneously we want to answer how utilize all opportunities of chosen technology to support security. Finally we want to share our experience with implementing dedicated
software solution for academic society.
2. REQUIREMENTS FOR PAKD SYSTEM

To formulate requirements for the system, potential users were interviewed and
all expectations were analysed. All planned functionality can be accessible trough
WWW pages using standard web browser. As a consequence of target to organised
users authorised access to services was a need. Hierarchy of groups was planned
with different privileges, every user can belong to many groups. Guests have very
limited possibilities they can only review general information about group and
register. Method of registration have to block possibility of automatic filling form
fields by web robots. Administrator decides about activation of registered person.
Every user is described by login, password, group, activating key, account status
and of course name, surname and place of birth.
Application provides the following services:
• sending and receiving messages,
• chat,
• polls with one or multi choice,
• publishing articles,
• files storing,
• online discussion forum.
Every registered user has rights to establish new forum and rules of accessing it.
Administrator should have special interface.
There were non functional requirements, first that whole system will be implemented with free technologies, we used PHP and MySQL database. Additionally it
was decided that we use methodology based on UML diagramming, our process
was close to ICONIX process. We choose PHP because in version 5 it supports
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object oriented paradigm and has many useful functions, among others cryptographic. MySQL is obvious choice because it is strictly connected with PHP, anyway it is not problem to exchange database to other relational database. Moreover
for PHP there are variety of external open source libraries. In our project we decided to utilize Smarty library. Smarty is a web template system written in PHP
and separates PHP code (business logic) from HTML (presentation logic).
It enables us to easy implement MVC pattern.
3. PHP CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS

In information system there is plenty of information that should not be public:
personal information of various sorts, sensitive data, and so forth. Such information
needs to be hidden somehow and made inaccessible to any third party. For example
the most common issues facing application developers is how to protect users
passwords. Method should be so secure that even the system administrator has not
access to a decrypted version of them. Sometimes protecting sensitive data may be
an even greater need for application developers than protecting passwords It means
that we have to use advanced encryption methods. Modern cryptography offers us
many algorithms divided into symmetric and asymmetric. In symmetric encryption,
both sides share knowledge of the same secret key. Most known symmetric ciphers
are: DES, 3DES, AES, Blowfish. In asymmetric encryption, each side possesses its
own specially constructed pair of keys, and the algorithm ensures that a message
encrypted with one key may be decrypted only with the other. One of the keys is
marked “public” and can be published somewhere or sent to anyone who might
wish to encrypt a message with it. The second key is marked “private” and is kept
secret. Most know asymmetric cipher is RSA. Connected with asymmetric cryptography are hash algorithms, which generate a unique value from input, and it is impossible to manipulate that hashed value (or digest) in order to return it back to its
original form. It is possible only to compare two hashed values, and conclude that
original values are identical. Of course we can implement algorithms ourselves but
it is not needed because PHP provides programmer a set of cryptographic functions. We will shortly present now how to accomplish encryption using PHP and
the most common algorithms.
PHP has four built-in encryption functions: crc32(), crypt(), md5(), and sha1().
The two last of them have additional version md5_file() and sha1_file().
Function crc32() generates the cyclic redundancy checksum polynomial of 32bit lengths of the string . It uses a process of modulo 2 division to create a small
integer representation of a large chunk of data, this data digest is known as
a checksum. This is usually used to validate the integrity of data being transmitted.
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Function crypt() will return an encrypted string using the standard Unix DESbased encryption algorithm or alternative algorithms that may be available on the
system. The crypt() function prototype is:
string crypt (string $str [, string $salt ])
An optional $salt argument is a string on which to base the encryption. This is a
one-way encryption function that lets you confirm that an entered password matches
a stored encrypted one without having to decrypt anything .
The md5() function is very similar to the previous one, it calculates the MD5
hash of a supplied string using the MD5 Message-Digest algorithm. Its prototype is:
string md5(string $str [, bool $raw_output ])
The $str argument represents the string to be encrypted. If you pass FALSE in
the $raw_output argument (the default), the function returns the hash as a 32character hexadecimal number. If you pass TRUE then the function returns a 16byte raw binary value. The second version is md5_file() in which first argument is
the filename.
The PHP sha1() function calculates the SHA-1 hash of a string. The sha1()
function prototype is:
string sha1 (string $str [, bool $raw_output ])
The function returns the SHA-1 hash as a string. If optional $raw_output argument is set to TRUE, the function returns the sha1 hash in raw binary format with a
length of 20 characters, otherwise (FALSE) it returns a 40-character hexadecimal
number. The second version is sha1_file() in which first argument is the filename.
Because above functions are not enough to implement secure systems, in addition to the built-in functions, external libraries and packages were created. There
are few standard PHP extensions for cryptography which support a number of different cryptographic algorithms. We describe them below.
Mcrypt is a library which supports a wide variety of block algorithms for encryption files and data streams (file is divided to blocks of fixed length, often 64 or
128 bits, and block cipher operates on every data block). There are implemented
more than 20 different algorithms (some of them are not free) such as Blowfish,
DES, AES, 3DES, SAFER-SK128, TWOFISH, TEA, RC2, 3-WAY or SAFERSK64. Additionally, because the same plaintext using the same key always produces the same output, several modes of operation are supported. Modes provide
confidentiality for messages of arbitrary length. Sample modes are: CBC – Cipher
Block Chaining, CFB – Cipher FeedBack, ECB – Electronic Code Book or OFB –
Output FeedBack.
Next cryptography extension for PHP is Mhash, set of hash functions. Among
others there are implemented: family of SHA - 160, 224, 256, 384, 512, and MD4,
MD5, CRC32, HAVAL or RIPEMD128.
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The Crypt_HMAC package implements type of MAC (Message Authentication
Code) code, it combines secret key and hash function. It contains a class to calculate RFC 2104-compliant hashes. Crypt_HMAC is easy to use, user need only provide secret key, the hash method, and the plaintext string. Crypt_HMAC supports
both MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms.
The Crypt_Blowfish package is based on the Blowfish block cipher and supports two-way encryption, either with or without a secret key. It uses 64 bits blocks
and keys between 32 and 448 bits.
To exchange secret keys we can use Crypt_DiffieHellman package. This package implements the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange cryptographic protocol in
PHP5.
To support asymmetric cryptography we can use Crypt_RSA package. This
package supports two-way encryption and is based on the RSA block cipher.
Crypt_RSA supports encryption and decryption using an arbitrary key length.
It can be used in digital signature implementation.
All mentioned functions were analysed and some of them were utilised in our
system.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

It is obvious that a password is a first candidate for protection by hashing.
In our system we used the function md5(), and only hashed value is stored in the
database. Sending password is performed by using SSL protocol. User who has
forgotten password can’t get it back if it has been hashed, in such situation administrator can generate temporary password and sends it to user by email. Because
nowadays there are many internet robots we had to secure system during user registration process. To stop automatic registration we added CAPTCHA (Completely
Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Human Apart).
It is small picture with code (letters and digits) which user has to properly rewrite
before sending data. Of course signs used in the code should be possible to interpret by human being and impossible to recognize by machine. Because OCR
(Optical Character Recognition) algorithms are better every year, it is not so easy
to generate such picture. In PAKD was implemented special algorithm to generate
CAPTCHA. It consists from three steps (figure1):
1. draw 200 small digits in grayscale colours;
2. draw 5 bigger signs in grayscale colours, rotated by random angle according to
symmetry axes moved from the origin by random distance horizontally or
vertically;
3. draw 200 small digits in grayscale colours;
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Figure1. Sample of CAPTCHA.

Source: own preparation.

We have to denote here that sometimes CAPTCHA is criticised, because blind
people cannot read it.
Every registered user of PAKD system can store private files at the server.
Right now all files are stored together in one, common directory. Such solution,
simple in implementation, causes possibility to access private files by unauthorised
people. To solve this problem every file has forty signs, random name without
extension. Additionally content of every file is encrypted with triple DES cipher in
CBC mode, which forces using of initial vector. Above solution enlarge information about every file, stored in the database. Besides user name (owner of the file)
and original filename in the database are stored: MIME type − a two-part identifier
for file formats on the Internet, size of original file, new forty signs filename,
encoding key and initial vector.
During implementation of this module, problem with making available file
download appeared. It was connected with adding at the end of the downloaded file
HTML layout of our application. The reason was using Smarty templates to generate view in our MVC pattern. Module could not switch off Smarty. We had to add
exit() function to stop PHP script before view generation was started.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Communication and discussion system can simplify process of idea exchanging
among scientific workers and other university employees. The decision, to make
such system from scratch by own resources was motivated by lack of such application on the market. One of the demands was to support proper level of security.
PHP and its cryptographic extensions appeared a good tools to fulfil it. Tests
results and users remarks help us to establish list of modifications. There are:
mechanism to change password by user after defined time period, checking quality
of passwords, prepare more advanced CAPTCHA more resistant to modern OCRs,
improve security of files stored at the server by removing from database decryption
key, and make possibility to give access to private files for defined user groups.
We plan to improve and extend our system in short future. To finish this paper,
we have to state that gained experience will help to success next time.
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SOFTWARE FOR FARM MANAGEMENT, MODERNIZATION
AND INVESTMENT PLANNING
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Abstract: Long cash conversion cycle and weather variations, result in a
high risk level of managing a farm business. Therefore computer aided tools
for management and investment planning, as well as for simulating different
business scenarios, seem to be of importance. This article presents a tool that
can be used for the above purposes. It combines a linear programming
approach with a dedicated farm technology database and a linear model
generator. Linear model feasibility issues are addressed. Applications to an
existing dairy farm and to a pig-fatening farm are presented, showing that
using modern optimization methods gives a competitive advantage to farms.
Key words: software for agriculture, modernization plan, farm management
plan, farm investment plan, simulation of farm business scenarios, linear
models of farms, linear programming, milk farm, pig fattening, animal
production, agriculture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Farming as an economic activity has certain specific features. These are:
technological complexity, a number of material flow feedbacks, sensitivity to
weather conditions, all resulting in a high level of uncertainty. Also a long cash
conversion cycle cannot be shortened for a major share of crops. In addition to
weather risk and delayed returns, agriculture is influenced by the EU and global
markets variations.
In the polish climatic zone, when almost any decision takes almost 12 months
to be realized, thorough planning, simulation of different scenarios are of high
importance. To make plans in a complex environment, application of IT simulation
and long-term planning tools is very helpful.
One area, where such tools seem to be particularly useful, is planning of farm
modernization and investments.
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2. EXISTING SOFTWARE FOR AGRICULTURE

Agricultural software is becoming popular. In Germany, where the market is
more developed than in Poland, the Deutsche Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft German Agricultural Society (www.dlg.org), maintains a unit for the evaluation of
agricultural software. Currently (September 2008), the list consists of 133 software
modules and packages. However, the available software is specialized for
management and maintenance of every-day activities only. The author has not
encountered any software, designed for farmers as end users, that can perform
a simulation of price change scenarios for a whole farm, taking into account all
technology and material flows. This applies to the area of optimization as well.
Software developed by scientific organizations, e. g. MODAM (www.zalf.de,
Schuler 2003) and SOLUS [Bouman 1999] is primarily used for complex analyses
of agriculture and ecosystems. The author has not found any references to such
systems having been used by farmers directly.
Hence, the software addressed to the farmers does not cover the optimization of
a whole farm. This area is addressed by a program developed by the author
(www.gospodarstwo.info).
3. PROGRAM RATIONALE AND PHILOSOPHY

The aim of the program is to be a tool for analysis and simulation of the farm
as a whole. It means that if we want to model the influence of investments, the
simulation has to take into account all interdependences and feedbacks within the
farm. A secondary assumption is that the end user, the farmer would not simply get
a new type of a specialized calculator but, would be able to use optimization
techniques as well. Therefore, an educated farmer must be able to use the program.
Those assumptions required modeling of the whole farm technology, at least
from the point of view of economics, as well as using an optimizer. The solution is
based on linear programming technique.
A block scheme of linear model of the farm is presented by table1. There is
only one area of the non-zero right-hand sides, marked with X letter. That area
together with matrix blocks to the left side are responsible for available resources
and limits. Other blocks of the matrix distribute resources among farm processes.
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Source: own preparation.
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storage release operations (in subintervals)

storage input operations (in subintervals)

storage operations (in subintervals)

selling operations (in subintervals)

purchase operations (in subintervals)

agriculture measures in subintervals

storage conditions

selling conditions

purchase conditions

animal operations

agriculture measures

crops

right-hand sides

fixed resources limit
operator

fixed resources

Table 1. General scheme of the linear model of farm.
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4. PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The program philosophy necessitates the introduction of an additional
conceptual layer over the linear programming one - 'a farmer conceptual layer'. Its
purpose is to present the farm technology, purchases and sales data, using concepts
understood by the farmers.
The farmer conceptual layer is compiled by the program to form a linear model
with a linear objective function. The model is optimized by a solver and the results
are translated back to the farmer conceptual layer. This is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Layers used by the program.

Source: own preparation.

5. TECHNICAL DETAILS

A web browser is used as the user interface for data entry operations. All processing requests are stored in a database table and processed by batch programs.
Generated reports are stored in the web server area for downloading.
The software is installed on Linux platform and uses Apache and tclhttpd web
servers, Postgres DBMS and batch programs in Perl, C/C++.
Linear model errors and feasibility issues
The advantage of the above approach is that certain types of modeling mistakes
become obsolete. This statement is valid, for example, for the omission of matrix
parameters or putting them in the wrong position.
However, there is a number of classes of possible subtle errors that can be
encountered. Three of them will be described in this paper. The first one, in regard
to material and animal flow, is a lack of a substance (some material or animal)
source or a lack of the flow sink. The second one is more subtle. It is caused by
feedbacks in resource flow in the farm. The third one, which can be eliminated by
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correct input procedures, results in an activity shift from farm production to a pure
trade.
This situation causes a necessity of a through inconsistency checks, what are
implemented by the presented software.
Mistake 1: Resource flow inconsistencies
Every material or animal flow must have a delivery side, that introduces the
flow substance, and a sink side that consumes it. The delivery side can consist of
purchase operations, production operations and inventory withdrawal operations.
The sink side can consist of selling operations, input side of production operations,
and inventory receptions. At any given moment, the delivery side has to be equal to
the consumption side. If there is no delivery side, then the consumption side is set
to zero and vice versa. The effect is further propagated to other activities.
Subsequently, it might result in a zero-sized model after presolve operation.
A typical mistake in this class is to forget buying the artificial fertilizer that is
used in a cultivation measure.
Mistake 2: Effects of material and animals flow feedbacks
Almost every farm with animal as well as plant production has material flow
feedback of feed and straw plus a manure flow. Plant production produces feed
components and straw. Animals eat feed and in certain animal technologies straw
bedding is used. Animals produce manure that is transported to fields, which closes
the feedback loop (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Material flow feedback.

Source: own preparation.
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Usually, from the point of view of the model, there is either a surplus of a material or a shortfall. If there are no purchase or no selling operations, after optimization, a zero solution might be obtained. In practice, the farmer simply transports
a bit less or a bit more manure to the fields, so that the whole feedback loop is balanced. However, in linear model, such operation means changing the corresponding consumption parameter. The alternate solution is to add additional decision
variables of purchase or selling manure or so called panic variables causing feedback constrains to be soft ones [Gueret2002]. They add necessary material to the
material flow or remove excessive material from the flow and signal that perhaps
production or consumption parameters need adjusting.
Mistake 3: Shifting farm production to pure trade.
Let us consider following situation. The creator of the model takes into consideration a purchase of consumable grain for feeding his animals. That grain is also
produced by the farm. At certain moment, the purchase price is lower than the
selling price. In this situation, the reasonable solution is to buy as much grain as
possible and sell it instead of producing it. During the optimization, if cash flow is
not included in the farm model or not limited, it causes an infeasible solution. This
situation can be avoided by a data entry procedure. The checked assertion should
be: for every given moment purchase prices should be lower than selling prices.
Nevertheless, the selling prices can be higher for disjoint time frames. In cases
like that the material flow is directed via storage operations and limited by the size
of the stores.
6. APPLICATIONS TO REAL FARMS

The software has been used to analyze and simulate different scenarios in two
farms: a milk production farm and a pig fattening farm. The generated models have
been sized to about 9000 - 10000 variables, 12000 constraints and about 4000
variables, 4000 constraints respectively.
Applications to milk production farm
The first farm (Mazurkiewicz 2007), apart from typical animal and plant
production, has also produced certified seed material. It had had 220 stands for
milk cows, 465 m2 of stands for a young cattle, about 900 ha of arable area. In
2006, the milk production was limited to 1.6 million liter of milk.
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The following farm investment scenarios have been analyzed:
1. Augmenting the milk production limit from 1.6 mln l to 2 mln l, i.e. purchasing
an additional limit.
2. Constructing additional stands for young cattle. Two kinds of stands have been
considered, for whole-year and for seasonal production.
3. A sensitivity simulation has been carried out as well.
Since the size of this paper is limited, only results of the second item from this
list are presented in table 2.
Table 2. Investment scenarios in milk farm.
Whole year stands (m2)

Spring to autumn additional stands (m2)
0 m2

100 m2

250 m2

Return on investment (years)
2

2

456 m ==> 600 m

2.72

2.85

3.79

456 m2 ==> 750 m2

2.77

3.02

3.68

3.61

4.02

4.59

2

2

456 m ==> 900 m

Marginal efficiency of the investment (euro of profit
increase/invested euro)
456 m2 ==> 600 m2

0.37

0.30

0.04

2

600 m ==> 750 m

0.35

0.12 | 0.31

0 | 0.29

750 m2 ==> 900 m2

0.11

0 | 0.06

0 | 0.06

2

Source: based on (Mazurkiewicz 2007).

Application to pig fattening farm
The application to the pig fattening farm with 700 m2 of stands has covered
changes of the organization of the pig production. The purpose of the analysis was
to check whether farmers that use advanced planning tools, can reach a competitive
advantage point. This corresponds to the most common complaint of the farmers
that pig production is unprofitable.
In the analyzed farm, changes in the production organization towards tuning to
seasonal price changes (Figure 3) increased farm profit by 37 EUR/m2 of stands for
pigs per year [Owsianko 2008]. What is interesting, in the optimal solution, during
some periods, some stands were unoccupied.
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Figure 3. Pork selling price.

Source: [ZSIRR].
7. CONCLUSIONS

Long cash conversion cycle, influence of weather variations make applications
of long term planning and investment management software important. This paper
presents such software, based on the paradigm of linear programming (LP).
To screen the farmers from LP internals, the additional "farmer conceptual layer"
has been introduced. Like in almost every complex tool, the introduction of the
screening layer has resulted in the necessity of embedding additional intelligence to
service subtle mistakes of the farmers. Three of possible ones, regarding LP solution feasibility are presented in this paper. Examples of applications of the program
to real farms have also been presented.
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Abstract: MRPII / ERP Systems arouse many enthusiasm on their subject,
this is due to lack of reliable knowledge about what really they serve and
when such investment turns back. We have to deal with special paradox here
that, today without a good computer system helping the enterprise management is hard to survive on market. However, this kind of computer systems
institute a large investments in another person's intellectual values without
any turn on investment evaluation possibility. Are these systems so popular,
how they present, what about their suppliers?
Key words: ERP market, ERP systems, ERP market analysis.

1. THE ANALYSIS OF THE IT MARKET AND ERP SYSTEMS’ CONSUMERS

The IT Marketplace in Poland is still growing dynamically − it has been
observed a double digit value of growing for four years (in 2006 increment a value
by 12.4 %). According to PRM - the Polish Market Review report “IT Marketplace
in Poland 2007-2010” [3], in 2007 the value of IT Polish market crossed 22 billion
PLN with an average growth value of 13 %. This number predictably will reach
about 24,7 billion PLN in 2008.
Table 1. Worth (in billion PLN) of the Polish IT market in the year 2006 – 2008
versus dynamics.
2005

2006

2007

2008

17,6

19,8.

22,4.

24,7.

12,8%

12,4%

13,0%

10,31%

Source: According to PMR, Report “The Polish IT market 2006 - 2008”
p-predict www.pmrpublication.com.
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According to the same PMR report “The polish IT market 2006-2008” [4], the
value of the ERP software license’s market sold in Poland in the year 2007 carried
out 330,5 million PLN and growth by 14,1 %. This is over twice larger growth in
comparison with time cycle 2005-2006 (6,3 %).
Within the nearest two or three years this kind of software’s market will continue a two digit dynamic growth. Today there are more than 500 business software
suppliers on the Polish market.
Demand of ERP systems in Poland bring in the food, building and furniture
sector. Huge companies in these sectors invest in ERP systems.
The Polish enterprises that are the IT computer systems’ consumers show huge
disproportion among number of private enterprises and the remaining one. Table 2
represents registered and acting Polish enterprises in 2007 (together public sector
139505 and private 3546103).
Table 2. The number of acting Polish enterprises.
Companies size
micro (0-9 employers)
small (10-49 employers)
medium (50-249 employers)
large(250 -999 employers)
huge (more than 1000 employers)
Total

Number

Part %

3502801

95,04 %

149267

4,05 %

28747

0,78 %

4053

0,11 %

731

0,02 %

3685608

100,00 %

Source: GUS enterprise group structure – 31. 12. 2007.

The investing in computer techniques generally and the management systems
particularly, is planned as a permanent expense, as percentage of general income of
enterprise. The object of investing was changed in the last few years significantly,
as claimed an analytic firm from Framingham (Massachusetts) [1]. The numbers
presented on (figure 1), shown that the industrial sector beside trade and services
have worked out the largest financial results. In the industrial sector the majority of
firms have already initiated the enterprise management systems as well as specialist systems supporting productive processes. Today the majority of enterprises
cannot function without a good ERP class’ system and the modeled in them business processes present the standards of management.
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Figure 1. The number of enterprises [in thousands] and their financial results
[million PLN, %] according to, the kind led activity.

Source: GUS - enterprise group structure – survival coefficient up to 2007.

According to (figure 1), 19.919,9 million PLN carries out the total of positive
numbers. Beside financial results the outline gives also the percentage of these
financial results. Among three groups which presented the best financial results,
two of them are service kind led activity. Less than thousand firms (immobility and
enterprise service, science) state the third group that gives the largest profit.
Taking under attention the size of company and the number of workers' in
given sector [2], the results introduced on (figure 1) show, that there is no correlation among the workers' number and the worked out profit in these companies. The
best financial results have been worked out by companies employing 50 − 249
workers. According to table 2, these companies present the medium size firm. The
remaining groups of companies achieve twice worse financial results.
Figure 2. Number of enterprises employing more than 249 employers as a percent of all
companies number, according to, the led activity.

Source: GUS publication – 2006.
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2. DIRECTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ERP SYSTEMS’ MARKET
IN POLAND

From the analysis of numbers (figure 2), it results, that the main candidates to
initiating the ERP systems are the large and medium size enterprises. According to
(table 2), the number of large enterprises registered in Poland employing at least
250 persons, is about 4.7 thousand. The number of the medium size enterprises
(50-249 workers) oscillates round 28.7 thousand. Together, in this case, the basic
area of influences of the ERP market is considered about 33 thousand of economic
subjects. The published number about 11 thousand, in the report “Biuro Badawczoanalityczne DIS”, presents the current number of the ERP systems’ future users’
which state only just one third of all potential recipient of this class application.
From the first two diagrams result, that private firms make up the overwhelming number of firms, which give the largest profit in the whole country scale. These
firms are acting in the commercial and service branch. Is this ERP systems market
dedicated for them? According to us not! But what market can give instead? Here,
the offer for unproductive firms seems enough poor. In Poland the enterprise can
find systems addressed to service and trade firm with modern packet set rather on
orders management but without any customers management.
According to these analyses, it seems that the ERP market in Poland represent
comparatively small user number. During the last few years the IT CIO who are
responsible for investment, reflect the problem with enlarged caution and also undertake tests of calculations in term of return on investments. They are counting
costs as well as the desired and required profits. They are considering if they are
dealing with new tools or new toys and so on.
Considering time of modernizing business processes as well as the searches of
enlargement of profits across reducing costs, new products are appearing in the
market like CRM - The Customer Relationship Management, SCM - The Supply
Chain Management or the electronic sales with the whole e-business technology.
The definitions of these notions are enough different. For example the CRM is
considered as tools of managing the telephone center as well as managing advertising companies systems. Both serve to management with contacts with customers
(also potential). Even everyone knows that the relation with customers is rather
a kind of a culture of service than an application with appropriate procedures,
the CRM presents a strong position in many IT budgets.
The same thing with the signify of SCM systems. These wake the largest
doubts of anyway, because the chain of deliveries means first of all the cooperation
among different firms, but the question is if they are cooperating with compatible
systems or are they using similar systems? How in these cases one talks about
chain management since the management ends on only systems user?
In my sentence according to figure 2 and the report „Biuro Badawczoanalityczne DIS”, the one third companies that represent the potential recipient of
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class application will rather look for smart solutions that serve business processes
in the companies like (manufacturing, service management, …) singly. Dedicated
applications will support such object works, and EDI will be the universal technology for communication (for example by using XML specification). This is
a straight line road for using peer to peer technology used in supporting management systems. Huge applications like ERP systems will be changed in small modules and sold as individual module that can be configured to cooperate with different modules different producers.
3. CONCLUSION

At present functioning ERP systems are not so numerous, and market in Poland
is already almost replete. For new investments the boards of firms and the IT CEO
approach very carefully to make decision. The presented above data and conclusions show, that:
• At present, the largest enterprises make up purchaser's are commercial and
service firm.
• The ERP systems’ market for large enterprises is close the saturation.
• In order to enlarge profits across reducing costs, due to the optimization of
processes in firm, new products like the CRM, SCM, or e-business applications came into being in the market.
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Abstract: In this article the authors take an attempt to explain the popular
notion of Business Intelligence (BI). The development of BI was presented
from historical point of view. They discuss consolidations of suppliers markets of these systems and present development trends with relations to model
architecture of modern BI Systems. Discussion concerns also suppliers and
products that are available on polish market. The ranking list of supplier is
also present.
Key words: Business Intelligence, Data Integration.

1. INTRODUCTION

The well known definition of Business Intelligence [1]: Busines Intelligence
(BI) there is a set of methods and processes used for optimization of business
decisions. It offers tools for exploration of data for identifying the trends and
hidden patterns in business discovering of important event. In wide meaning BI
also includes data management, data analysis and distribution of information.
A lot of IT packages that can be understood as components of BI are currently
available on the market, enabling multidimensional data analysis and synthesis of
information:
• Data Warehouse, (DW)
• Q&R - Query and Reporting,
• OLAP - On-Line Analytical Processing,
• Data Mining Tools
Data Warehouse it’s new technology allowing supplying proper information in
right time to right business user. Q&R help to answer the questions in kind of
report “what happened?”. OLAP however, is technology based on information
cubes that transform data from DW to useful reports. It supports forceful mechanism for decision making, by enabling building sophisticated queries and boosting
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the speed of getting the answers in clear manner and presenting the result in the
form of drill-down tables.
Data Mining Tolls serve the users:
• Advanced analysis used to forecast changes in market drivers and their
influence on organization,
• Models of business, look-ahead of threat, and creative plans.
The basic difference between OLAP and Data Mining but relies on it, that OLAP
verifies the truthfulness of hypothesis concerning business and Data Mining allows
creating new hypotheses.
The BI Systems make one step ahead. They tell not only about current business, but also supply indicators that help the management to avoid problems in the
future. In other words available data are transformed to Business Intelligence that
means critical information that must be in hand of manager on the base he knows
what should do with them, Business Intelligence there is a tool transforming company’s data to concrete proposals of business actions.
It is possible look on Business Intelligence Systems from the point of view of
such notions as data, information, knowledge, intelligence, or even wisdom. Simplified definition of that notions are:
Data – facts without any structures.
Information – systematized data covenient for analytical puroses.
Knowledge – information obtained form experts on the base of actual expiriance
Intelligence – ability to joining information from different events and form
conclusions
Wisdom – timeless ability of evaluation of facts, information, knowledge etc.
Using the symbol ⊂ which means the ordinary relation of containerization it is
possible to order the notion, generally:
data ⊂ information ⊂ knowledge ⊂ intelligence ⊂ wisdom
If hitherto existing traditional information systems were built on the base of
three first notions (data, information, knowledge ) in so far Business Intelligence,
should provide winning, management and distribution of knowledge inside of
organization. This way grows corporate knowledge which may be called
intelligence of firm i.e. Business Intelligence.
Business Intelligence Systems have to serve this exactly. Their function is the
collection, storage, management of the accessible data by utilization of miscellaneous analytical methods and tools. Intelligent analysis of data is gotten through
taking advantage Data Warehouse technology as well as OLAP techniques and
Data Mining.
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2. HISTORY OF BI TOOLS DEVELOPMENT

It is possible to distinguish tree periods of BI software development:
1. 1970-1995 the main target was: creation and perfecting the tools for presenting
elementary information - system components, which actually are the key part
of BI;
2. 1995-2000 as an answer on concrete business requirements universal solutions
was created in individual areas of financial management, marketing, risk, HR,
logistics, etc.;
3. From 2000 – period of creation the solutions dedicated for individual sectors
with their scecific features e.g. for banking trade, insurances,
telecommunication, commerce.
First period was characterized by development of relational databases, imputed
spread-sheets, ERP systems and IT systems supporting simple analysis of
multidimensional data. The last period of development BI software was gained
when Gartner Group generalized meaning of such notions as Business Intelligence
and data Warehouse. Emerged firms: Microstrategy and Business Object
specialized in supplying solutions currently called BI.
Second period was the great popularization of BI solutions. Business users
demanded from BI vendors concrete simplification tools, simplest interfaces and
capabilities to create reports without acquaintance of programming language.
Personal applications, transactional databases and ERP systems were very popular.
Proper utilization of data and their transformation into information became the
weapon for enterprises in their battles with competitiors. There was the period of
very dynamic development of different BI instruments.
Next period of evolution of BI instrument has showed, that solutions dedicated
for individual business areas e.g. for financial analyses, do not give opportunity for
progress in other sectors. Specificity of bank as well as telco sectors has caused,
that producers have begun building unique solutions dedicated for unique sectors.
The noticeable acceleration of development followed the great investments in research and take-overs of firms and connection the common experience . Perhaps,
that is the reason of considerable consolidation of market in last period. It can be
observed, in the following: SAS Institute bought DataFlux, Intrinsic, Marketmax,
ABC Technologies, Risk Advisory and Veridiem. Business Object bought Blue
Edge Software, Acta Technologies, Carties oraz Firstlogic. In 2007 SAP bought
Business Object and IBM the company Cognos.
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Figure 1. Magic Quadrant(2008) for: (left) Business Intelligence Platforms,
(right) Data Mining.

Source: Gartner.

Changes are monitored on market of information technology by firms like
Gartner Group, Datamonitor, IDC. They publish reports, which facilitate the choice
of proper supplier from BI area, exploration data or integration data.
Most conversions were caused by take-overs on BI software market. So, last time
Gartner in his report presents 13 suppliers but only 7 of them was classified as
leaders of markets: SAS, Oracle, Object Business, Microsoft, Microstrategy and
Information Builders.
Gartner’s Magic Quadrants for BI market and Data Mining are presented in
figure 1 [9]. However, a little different map of software market presents report of
British Datamonitor MATRIX in fig.2, three factors have been taking into account:
technological advance of the tools, opinions of users and market influence.
It differs 12 suppliers of BI solutions, dividing they onto three groups: the short
list (SAS, ORACLE), suppliers which are worth of consideration (IBM, SAP,
COGNOS and Business Object) and the remaining, which may be worth to watch.
On the other hand from the IDC report, that treats market in respect to financial
result, arise that in 2007 year the value of global market of Business Intelligence
has surpassed 7.05 billion USD. The market of BI tools grows in rate of 12.1 % par
year in global scale. Now Business Objects the firm from SAP concern remains the
biggest Business Intelligence supplier on the world market solution.
It results from the above-mentioned reports are very close in their conclusions,
however the firms which monitor the market differ a bit.
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Figure 2. Decision Matrix: Selecting a BI vendor.

Source: Dataminitor.
3. ACTUAL TRENDS AND THE FUTURE OF BI SYSTEMS

Changes and competition on global market caused, that the role of analytics
grows and utilization of data through appropriate automated analyses will decide
about competitive superiority. Especially in business economic applications the
advanced analytics will be particularly important.
In the past, BI solutions were perceived as too expensive, too sophisticated and
requiring long period to implementation. Present development in technology and
the competition challenges have caused the greater popularization on the market
dedicated solutions BI for firms from different sectors. Practice shows, that farthest
evolution of BI solution is promising for individual sectors. Such solutions are
most forceful, the universal solutions either has limited functionality or need very
enormous modification to cope the integrations with IT infrastructure so after
certain time the companies stop their usage.
It seems the future belongs to integrated BI solutions, where systems of
reporting, queries and analytics are based on business processes. BI is not only
management support tool, but it becomes essential to employee on different positions and departments. Frequently it is said about invisible BI that means situations, when someone uses system functionality in ordinary, daily manner. The fact
of special notice is the trend to reach the real time processing. However, it is here
not the goal to get the information as fast as possible, but to get right, valuable
information in optimal time.
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The process of simplification user interface will last in BI solutions, in order to
their requirement that user shouldn’t have advanced IT knowledge, but only business understanding of obtained answers and suggestions.
4. BI MODELS AND TECHNOLOGY

We will use some examples of logical process-flow-information models presented by SAS on users conference to present different type of technological
solutions [3]:
1) Classical BI Architecture
Classical BI realized: data collection, Data Warehouse building and conducting
analysis and generating the reports. In this process employee was only the final
information consumer. However, such solution seems to be optimal it require a lot
of time to provide proper, useful information and very sophisticated control of
access to the results is a serious problem.
2) Classical BI with data cleansing module.
There is classic BI architecture with data quality control unit.
3) BI model with feed-back (figure 3. left)
The solution relies on that the results of analyses are returned to operative applications e.g. automatic productive lines (ropes). It provides great integrations of data
and it allows to modify processes.
4) BI real-time model (figure 3. right)
In traditional BI architecture speed is limited byf exchanging the information.
The most serious barrier in boosting that speed is the long way between source of
information and the final user. Transactional systems can register business
environment events in real time. Data is extracted, consolidated, transformed and
cleaned before they will be uploaded to Data Warehouse. Loading processes of
multidimensional data cubes have been started up. Real-time BI allows obtain
information more quickly. Such architecture assures integration in real time at the
level of analytical services. Required information can be reach from history input
data as well as from operation applications.
For example of such real-time solution we can look at Raptor System in
HSBC, it helps to reduce costs of abuses through discovering potential crimes with
credit and debet cards usage.
World bank institutions lose about 4,84 billion USD every year according
abuse, according to the Nilson Report 2007. UK Banks estimate cost of abuse to
400 Million pounds per year. The costs for the economy are superior. In UK they
reach almost 14 Billion pounds in one year.
Raptor System uses several independent sources of data to collect information
about clients.
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Figure 3. BI model with feed-back (left), BI real-time model (right).

Source: SAS.

First of all, there are systems responsible for evaluation of clients scoring,
engine of business rule, which allows arbitration of doubtful situation, it includes
client behavior model. Raptor System functionality requires usage of data from
central banking systems, also from mainframe, and several reporting applications
Oracle Siebel CRM System.
With the assistance of Data Mining tools special suspicious transaction model
has been build. System of card transactions initialize special demand to System of
Messages Queue. System of Messages Queue puts this demand to queue and
communicates with Decision Module. Decision Module sends data queries to Data
Warehouse and uses advantage analytical models to obtain decision. There are
three decisions: OK, REJECTION, VERIFICATION possible. In the case of
“VERIFICATION ” the result is transferred to unit of Exception Service for
farthest analysis.
5. BI + BUSINESS ACTIVITY MONITORING (BAM)

Connection of two different process conceptions BAM architecture is based on
event processing. The schema of such solution is presented on figure 4.
This type of system requires KPI indicators, that are monitored in real time in
opposition to classic architecture relying on query for already existing databases.
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In BI + BAM engine, the events created by operating systems are analysed and the
alerts are generated on the base of business rules in form of well defined returned
actions, they allow monitoring key business and look-ahead to take the forceful
decision.
Figure 4. BI +BAM.

Source: SAS.
6. REVIEW OF MARKET OF BI SUPPLIER

Presently Business Object that belongs to SAP concern remains the biggest
solution on the BI market. of solution from family biggest supplier Business Intelligence. Last year the market participation has totaled 14,2% . SAS, IBM, Cognos,
Oracle and Microsoft have been placed on next places. In 2007 SAS was the most
faster developing firm, with dynamics at the level of 16,6%.
Part of analyst divides BI market on two segments: advanced analytical tools
and software for programming and reporting QRA. According to IDC analyses last
year the biggest QRA solution supplier QRA were Business Objects (17,6 percent
of market ), Cognos (12,7 percent) and Oracle (9,9 percent). First three places in
case of advanced analytical solution are SAS ( 31,9 percent ), SPSS(14,9 percent )
and Visual Numerics (3,3 percent).
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Figure 5. Market participation of the BI vendors.

SAS
32%
Other
50%

SPSS
15%

Visual Numerics
3%

Source: RAPORT CW TOP200.

According to Computerworld TOP200 report from june 2008 [6], processed
commonly with IDG and IDC taking into consideration income from sales BI
licenses in 2007 and 2008 irrefutably SAS remains in Poland leader of market with
totals of 43,1%. Next places, with considerably smallest participation occupy SAP
and Oracle. Report mentions 20 participants of markets.
BI vendors and their references [7, 3]:
1) ORACLE POLSKA
• BI tools:
Oracle BI discoverer for relational data and OLAP, as well as graphical tools
for information monitoring customized by user. Oracle BI Spreadsheet OLAP
avaible from Excel spreat-sheets. Oracle BI Warehouse Builder rapid design of
Data Worehouses metadata as well as management functions. Oracle BI Beans
creation and extension of analytical dedicated business application. Oracle
Reports Services advance raporting. Oracle E-Business Intelligence set of
analytical application units built in Oracle E-Business Suite give – management
steered ABM operations, OBSC – balanced score card, Business Intelligence
managerial portal with most important data from business ERP systems.
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2) SAS Istitute Polska
• BI tools:
Own SAS solutions: SAS Enterprise Guide ,Data&text Mining (SAS Enterprise
Miner, SAS Text Miner), Forecasting (SAS Forecast Server) , Econometric
(SAS/ETS) Quality Improvement (SAS/QC) , Operations Research (SAS/OR) ,
BI server , Add-IN to Excela.
• BI reference implementations:
Power Station Toruń – strategic clients segmentation, tariff for silesian energy
plant – system discover illegal electric consumption, Operator -Management
security-transaction PSE. BPH - reporting systems and thematic data marts
concerning different clients segments, market and credit risk, Controlling as
well as marketing.
3) StatSoft Polska
• BI tools:
Simple Statistics tables, analysis ANOVA, nonparametric statistics, general
linear and nonlinear models, discrimin analyses, decision trees, interactive drilldown, neuron networks, score cards, groups creation with utilization of CHAID
algorithm, text mining.
• BI reference implementations:
PKN Orlen: STATISTICA data Miner- loyality programm, VITAY marketing
action performanse evaluation, cross-selling models, segmentation, risk
management.
Ministry of Finance - STATISTICA Data Miner, money anty-laundering,
LUKAS-bank: customer segemntation with decision tree models.
Goodyear : automatic forecasting on the tire market.
ALSTOM Power in Elblągu: SATISTICA Etnerprise wide System – statistical
steering process of gas turbine production, statistical process control, with Data
Warehouse contoining raw company data. GTX hanex - immediate analysis in
chosen period
4) SPIN
• BI tools:
Systems Business Objects XI, BIK I i2Six
I2Six—sytems BI in alumina plant in Konin.
Bik – system for planning and budgeting integrated with controling functions.
ERP system on OLAP.
• BI reference implementations:
These systems have been used in Finance Ministry in structured financial plans
on operation level for capital groups, holdings.
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5) IBM
• BI tools:
Efficient engine for databases DB2, DB2 Cube Views OLAP − intelligent
Miner, DB2 Intelligent Scoring, Modelling & Visualisation– structure model
database, Datastage, Qualitystage, metastage profileStage-tools toprocessing
multidimensional form – Excel presentation of DB2 tables – WebSphere
Information from ORACLE AS/400, MS SQL.
6) Pentacomp IT System
• BI tools:
Decisions Support Systems dedicated for managements, analytical systems
(OLAP).
7) Gram Software
• BI tools:
MicroStrategy Systems for: corporate reporting, multidimensional analyses
(MOLAP), queries and ad hoc analyses (ROLAP), data drill-down, statistical
analyses and Date Mining for prediction, active generalization corporate reports
about events by portal, subscription alerts and exceptions.
8) Bonair
• BI tools:
For data integration, multidimensional analyses, data exploration and advanced
visualization.
• BI reference implementations:
Gaspol-finance and sales, Mostostal Export-multidimensional analyses,
advanced visualisations, Data Warehouse. Ministry of Economy − labor market
monitoring system, data integration, multidimensional analyses, data
exploration, servising KPI ratios, web reports.
7. CONCLUSION

BI systems continues to grow in sophistication and technical requirements.
Real-time analysis, including business performance management (BPM), is creating new technical challenges and also provides new opportunities. At the same
time, enterprises are taking a closer look at costs and requiring clearer justification
for the introduction of new BI tools. This has helped to create consolidation in the
market. Several trends are of fundamental importance to the technical evolution of
BI. The first is the move toward real-time analysis based on real-time input. Another trend is the move toward predictive analysis using sophisticated algorithms
based on artificial intelligence and neural nets. Increasing use of BI combined with
continued development in technical sophistication has led to an expanding choice
of applications.
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USING THE INTERNET SITES ACTIVITY DATA
IN CRM SYSTEMS
Tomasz Rudny
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Summary: Under sharp competition classical CRM systems cease to be sufficient for gaining market advantage. To know the customers – present and
prospective – it is necessary to get further data. More often the Internet sites
become an additional source of information. Information that cannot be found
in the internal source systems of the company, can often be found by analysis
of customers’ activity in the Internet. The data is not simple statistics of
browsing on the site. It is necessary to examine the customers’ behaviour,
points of interest, time spent on particular content, history of navigating on
the site, history of decisions made and even of those not made. Such detailed
analysis help to know the customers’ preferences and needs, and in result to
attain fundamental goal of any CRM system – reach the customer with an offer targeted to his individual and specific needs.
This paper discusses basic techniques of analysing the Internet data and
examples of their usage.
Key words: CRM, new ideas in CRM, Web data analysis, tracing customer’s
activity.

1. THE NEED FOR INTEGRATING WEB ANALYTICS INTO CRM

In North America itself companies that operate in Business-to-Business (B2B)
area spend $77 billion every year on different marketing programs or marketing
campaigns with no real idea of how it affects their business2. In other words there
are no commonly used measures of effectiveness of the process launched through
web channels of communication with the customer. The companies invest a lot in
design and implementation of sophisticated web sites, in putting interesting – in
their opinion – content, but they don’t really know if these actions are successful or
not. In one of the British investments banks there was a web site dedicated for individual customers worldwide. The implementation and maintenance of the site
cost the bank up to 1 million British pounds. The bank’s management thought the
site to be successful until the introducement of simple web analytics system
showed that the site has been used by less than 10 customers worldwide, which
was far beyond what was expected. This and other examples prove the need for
2

Source: According to the Director’s Marketers Association, cited in [Chertudi, 2007].
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advanced web analytics. But today web analytics must be combined with CRM in
order to provide sufficient level of valuable information.
2. HISTORY OF WEB ANALYTICS

Most of today web sites include some sort of web statistics. Such basic monitoring tools that are capable of counting the number of visits on the particular page
were the first web analytics mechanism. These were in use even in early 1990-ies.
It was a reasonable approach back then since most of pages consisted of a single
HTML file. However, today when web sites are far more complicated this is insufficient – not only for purpose of CRM, but also for the purpose of web sites usage
reporting. This is due to the activity of robots – computer programs used by e.g.
search engines whose aim is to investigate the web site content and structure. Such
programs generate artificial data and can provide false image.
The activity of robots can devastate the analysis results of web sites visits. For
example one portal at the Warsaw University of Technology noted the number of
hits as high as 45 000 per hour on a single web page. Average hit count per page
per hour on this portal was 22.3. The huge number for the one given page was
a result of activity of bots waiting in a loop for a new content on the server.
This example shows how unreliable such simple data can be.
The common robots exploring the Internet in 2008 are: Analog, AWStats,
Webalizer, WebTrends, Piwik and others.
Later on more sophisticated mechanisms of tracing users’ activity were introduced and early in 2008 CRM vendors like SAS Institute announced importing the
web analytics data into CRM systems. In case of SAS Institute, whose product was
tested most upon preparing the paper, the new product SAS Customer Experience
Analytics (CXA) was examined.
3. ACTIVITY OF THE CUSTOMER IN THE INTERNET AND TRACES
LEFT BEHIND

The typical set of information valuable for CRM systems that can be obtained
from advanced web analytics include:
1. Information about navigation paths – where the user came from to the particular web page, what pages he visited en route.
2. Time spent on reading particular content.
3. Time spent on searching for information.
4. Text typed in – including search bars, navigation bars, selection bars.
5. Text typed in and the erased.
6. Time spent with a mouse cursor left on the object – i.e. hyperlink, image etc.
This type of information relates to the usual pattern of web site browsing that is
shown on Figure 1. The customer usually enters a page on the company’s web site.
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Figure 1. Typical pattern of web site activity.

Source: Made by the author.

He reads the content of the page randomly (not randomly in a sense it is undetermined, but rather in that when a new customer comes, the system does not know
what his points of interest are, the way he spots items on the screen etc., so the
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system cannot predetermine what his actions would be like). Then he goes to another web page on the site or not. He may type in some information and submit it
to the server. But he also may type in some information and clear it before ever
submitting to the server. Then he goes to another web page etc. If the web site is an
e-commerce company web portal, then the user may add some items to his basket
or wish-list, may remove them, may submit the order.
Eventually the customer leaves the web site – after a long while or very shortly
after the arrival. But he leaves behind much valuable information for the enhancement of CRM systems as will be discussed in the next section.
4. FUNCTIONALITY OF WEB ANALYTICS BASED CRM SYSTEMS

All of the information mentioned before can be captured by web analytics
software and loaded to the CRM system. The content the user read provides valuable information on what he might be interested in the future. Even if the customer
did not follow any navigation path on the web site, the information won from the
analysis of the time when the mouse cursor was above particular items can be
meaningful.
If there is a search bar on the web site, then the text typed in by the customer –
even if not submitted – provides invaluable information about the customers’ interests. It is worth mentioning that the presently available web analytics systems like
SAS Customer Experience Analytics provide the functionality of both tracing
mouse movements, measuring time spent on reading items and capturing text typed
in, even if the text has not been eventually submitted.
The results of a web analytics module are then loaded into the CRM system.
Such system can thus enhance the typical functionality by analyzing the customer’s
behaviour and – which is most important from the company’s perspective – measure the effectiveness of marketing campaigns. This is done thanks to the ability of
recognizing which content of the web site generates most leads (contacts established with the customer potentially resulting with a sale).
John Squire, vice president of product management for Coremetrics comments
on that: „The Web-analytics industry has transformed from just looking at individual hits (…) [and] whether they're the same visitor or unique new visitors. Now
vendors can define how well you're doing, [and] whether you're meeting unique
individual customer needs. It's becoming imperative for [companies] to have
a good analytics tool to see how they're driving their brand.”3
It is not surprising then, that companies feel ever stronger need for integrating
web analytics into CRM. This is the only tool now available to measure the effectiveness of marketing campaigns and to tie together the lead generation process
3

Cited in [Weinberger 2004].
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with sales being made. The returning customer is no longer anonymous – he can be
proposed with an offer targeted specifically at him. A simplified functionality like
this can be found in online shops like Amazon.com. But of course advanced web
analytics with CRM includes more as has been shown in this paper.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

By enhancing CRM systems with advanced web analytics sales and marketing
representatives can find out which elements of the online marketing process are
really relevant to the process of sales generation. They are equipped with an invaluable tool for measuring the effectiveness of their actions. The knowledge of the
customer gained from internet sites activity can vastly contribute to the value of
a CRM system and can result in huge benefits for the company.
As it was shown, the web analytics nowadays (2008) is no longer limited to
counting the number of web pages hits. In encompasses the capture of such information as content read, text typed in, navigation paths. The current technology
allows for collection of this information even if it is not eventually submitted to the
server.
CRM systems will more and more extensively rely on web analytics to provide
a wider view of the customer. Marketing and sales representative will be able to
use them to prioritize their efforts and to make better decisions. It seems that the
future of CRM systems is closely tied to even more advanced web analytics.
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Abstract: Recently in Poland a lot of financial institution are going to
implement information systems to manage operational risk. They base on
different IT solutions like SAS, List S.p.A, RCS, i-Flex, Algorithmics and
other. They are realized in the form of integrated environments joining
technological platforms and information systems, allowing: collection of data
about events, building scenarios, defining of key risk indicators, and risk
controls self assessment processes. Opened architecture assures easy
integration with existing systems, which can be used as data source. Usually
solutions consist of three part: system for registration of operational events,
system for calculation of economic capital and external base of losses ([8]).
In the present article we present key elements of these systems for calculation
of risk (VAR).
Key words: Business Intelligence, operational risk, controls self assessment
processes .

1. INTRODUCTION

Following the Basel II Capital Accord operation risk is defined as “the risk of
losses resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people, and systems
or from external events. The definition includes legal risk, but excludes strategic
risk and reputation risk” [4].
The Accord introduces three approaches to the quantification of operation risk.
The most simple method is Basic Indicator Approach. Capital totals requirement
for operation risk according to this method is equal to 15 % index of gross capital,
which is the three years average. Calculations should base on average of last three
period (each including twelve month. If verified data by fluent comptroller isn`t
available, it is possible to take estimated data. In the Standard Approach the capital
is calculated by business lines.
The most sophisticated option is the Advanced Measurement Approach
(AMA). It requires the calculation of a capital measure to the 99.9% confidence
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level over a one-year holding period. Despite defining qualitative guideline and
quantitative data standards for the AMA, Basel II Accord does not restrict the
quantification method. Under the AMA methodology, financial institutions are
required to develop their own internal measurement methods that estimate the
expected and unexpected operational losses based on the combined use of internal
and relevant external data.
Credit institutions calculate capital requirement with taking into consideration
desired expected loss, as well as unexpected loss, unless that they are able to
prove, that ratio of desired expected losses is captured in proper manner in their
internal procedures.
2. BUSINESS AND IT ENVIRONMENT

In order to fulfill definite in act norm of certitude, system supported operational
risk calculation in credit institution must use certain key elements [1], [2]. They
belong to these elements:
1. Internal and external data,
2. Analysis of scenarios,
3. Factors reflected economic,
4. Systems of internal controls.
Credit institution must implement documentary evidence for methods of
weighing how the said elements are used within the system of measurement of
operation risk [4].
Internal and External Data
Because of the fact, that the OR management is a relatively new concept, there
are not enough historical OR events in internal loss database of a financial institution and thus statistical methods applied on a limited data sample may provide
biased or inconsistent results. The measurement of operation risk should base on
five year historic observation internal. Accidentally when the credit institution first
time approaches for advanced method of measurement, three-year period of observation commits.
It is assumed that as the number of events in internal and external databases
will grow, the AMA approach will become the prevalent one. The most theoretical
measurement approach of AMA is the Loss Distribution Approach (LDA). The
LDA includes actuarial type models relies on numerical approximation of the
compound distribution function using the Monte Carlo simulations of loss scenarios. But some disadvantages of the LDA exist. The LDA is purely based on historical operational risk events that might not be the best predictor of the future and
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might reflect crucial changes in operational risk exposure of a financial institution
with a several years gap.

Figure 1. Data process diagram.
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Credit institutions must be able assign the internal history, concerning loss, for
proper kind of activities (Business Lines) and for kind of events (Type Events) as
well as supply these data on requirement of supervisor. There must exist documentary evidence for objective criteria of allocating losses for concrete kind of
activities and events.
Credit institution should use proper external data within the system of measurement of operation risk, particularly, in order to assume, that it is exposed to
unfrequent, but potentially serious, losses. Institution systematically defines situations requiring external data and it owns methods of inclusions of these data for
system of measurement.
The points of data collection and validation within the confines of structure of
the organization should be especially carful designed in Work-Flow.
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Figure 2. Work-Flow diagram.
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Analysis of Scenarios
In order to evaluate exposition to particularly adverse events, credit institution
uses simulated scenarios based on opinions of experts in coherence with external
data [1]. Scenarios are defined as potential events (i.e. events that could happen in
the future).
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Such estimates must be in agreement with really incurred losses and frequently
compared, that has proved of their legitimacy.
• Incident Reporting : static analysis. It gives a cartography of past events,
their nature and their cause.
• Dashboards: dynamic analysis. They describe the evolution of
operational events by activity or by department, providing a dynamic
representation of the losses.
• Key Risks Indicators (KRI’s): benchmarking analysis. They allow a
comparison of the dashboards to predefined standards and an assessment
of the evolution of the risk.
• Risk and Control Self Assessment (RCSA): proactive analysis.
It provides a prospective view of the potential risk based on the
collection of information by experts in the field.
Incident Reporting
Incident reporting is the core of ORM. It is the first step in identifying the
losses within an organisation. Summary statistics first display frequency and
severity data by event type and by business line, according to the regulatory categories. If this is undoubtedly needed for compliance purposes, it might be not the
best tool for the risk management of a financial institution, having a different
structure or nature of activities. A more useful set of summary statistics will match
the organisation chart of the financial institution, bank, or company that uses its
database. It will split amounts by department, by people in charge, or by geographical zone of activity. For a bank retail network for instance, the reporting may
be split by bank branch, and, or by type of client.
Even before detailing the frequency and the severity of each type of loss, incident reporting in an organisation or in a department should first display the total
loss amount caused by operational events. Such a simple measure, long neglected
and sometimes never measured in financial institutions in the past, may provide
a powerful tool to raise awareness on operational risk within an organization.
Next, the analysis can identify the “low severity, high frequency” losses and
the high severity, low frequency” losses, with the remaining events. Both need
further investigation, since they can be the symptoms of serious breaches in control
within the organisation.
Dashboards
After the identification of losses comes monitoring with the help of dashboards.
They need to be specifically designed for each type of activity, and common
activities should have similar dashboards, to allow for comparison. Dashboards
come from a specific analysis of the incident database, providing an organised
view of losses and their evolution in the various places of the organisation. They
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are a powerful way to communicate the extent and the evolution of these losses,
and therefore provide management with a first image of the potential risks.
Efficient dashboards are concise focused on the pieces of information that are
directly useful to the manager. They allow the manager to have a global view of its
losses in a glimpse. Simple summary statistics are usually enough to provide relevant view of the situation : number of events, sum of losses, max, min and average
amount of losses, evolution over time, comparison with similar activities.
Key Risk Indicators
The third dimension of ORM opens the way for the prospective analysis of
operational risks, with the introduction of key risk indicators specific to each type
of activity. It also introduces a benchmark in the assessment of operational risk
exposure with key performance indicators, also tailored per activity. Even though
both these indicators have theoretically different roles, in practice they are often
merged into performance indicators [7].
Each department or service will thus dispose of its own set of indicators, specific to the nature of its tasks, the degree of automation, the process organisation
and the financial flows involved, just to name a few criteria. For instance, backoffices of dealing rooms will have indicators such as the number of front-office /
back-office reconciling items, the amount of overdue interest charge, or the number
of trade fails ; the IT department will have the amount of downtimes, the number of
hacking-attempts, and project-planning overruns.
At this level of sophistication of reporting, one has to bear in mind that the
collect of information can be significant, and may not, depending on the existing
reporting system in place, be worth the cost it incurs. In this dimension of ORM
more than in others, a cost-benefit analysis of the risk monitoring should be made
before setting up such a system in an activity.
Risk and Control Self-Assessment (RCSA)
The last dimension of ORM, according to our structure, is the most proactive
one. RCSA is based on the idea that people on the field are better informed than
external auditors or controllers. The Basel Committee has indeed acknowledged
this fact, by allowing banks to model their risks themselves, provided the comply
with a number of criteria. Thus, the RCSA gives the floor to the line manager as
well as to key, experienced people in the assessed activity or entity [5].
The RCSA process is a co-operative work between line management, operational risk management, and internal audit. In workshops and group discussions,
the objectives are to identify the various risks of the entity, assess the level of control, and suggest improvements. To this end, a frequency / severity matrix is certainly a great help to guide the discussion.
Scenarios are an essential component in the assessment of operational risks and
determination of capital.
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Determination of appropriate scenarios shoul base on such foundations:
• Scenario classes are derived from loss event types or risk factors that
contain scenarios.
• Organisational parts are the parts of the organisation for which
operational risk is separately evaluated.
• Generate scenarios per class and organisational part based on:
− guided discussions with the business in workshops
− a matrix of „critical resources and states of risk“
− weaknesses per risk factor
− a specification of critical resources and failure periods by the
organisational parts
− addressing particular management concerns.
• All scenarios are fully documented to allow independent review and
assessment
Evaluation scenarios process in an organisation shoul base on:
• For each scenario banks assess potential loss frequencies and potential
loss severities.
• The organisational process of evaluation is based on:
− questionnaires
− guided workshops
− management expertise
• In order to come up with plausible answers banks base their evaluation
on information relevant to the scenario, such as
− an assessment of operational quality / quality of control environment
− past losses, key risk indicators, insurance
− industry and managerial experience
• To validate the scenario evaluations banks apply techniques such as
− 4-eye principle
− Internal audits of assessment process and resulting quality
− Comparison between actual losses and expert expectations
− Consistency checks (e.g. psychometric analysis, Group functions
challenge profiles of organisational parts, comparison to internal
audit findings and validation).
Factors Reflected Economic
Methodology of estimating of operational risk includes fundamental factors of
economic enclosing by credit institution to internal control of effect profile change
of operational risk.
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Choice of each factor must be reasonable on escalation of risk important
influence confirms by personal experiences and professional estimates of activities.
Sensitivity of estimation of risk due to changes of risk factors and the relative
weight of different factors should be ground on good reasonable foundations.
Beyond changes, due to improvement of possible risk controls, potential incrementation of risk belongs to greatest complexity also or growth of scale of activity
of institution and that phenomenon should be capture in applicable methodology.
Loss-related Risk Indicators
Risk indicators such as number of transaction errors, number of nettlement
failures, etc., are commonly applied in business functions that are operationsintensive. While data pertaining to transactional errors and settlement failures are
indicative of potential operational lapses in back office settlements such factors
must be taken into account while processing risk evaluation.
In the absence of a structured risk assessment methodology, we may literally
end-up with a nonexhaustive listing of risk indicators. If the practitioner were to
develop risk indicators, in isolation, without linking them to the underlying risk
drivers, the focus is likely to skew towards loss-related measurement that is, risk
indicators that measure outcomes.
Generally, this approach is preferred by most practitioners, as the risk indicators are logically linked to some tangible, numeric outcome. Practitioners would
want to track, overtime, the number of errors, failed transactions, as they considered proxies of inherent operational issues.
While loss-related indicators provide a platform for analysis of risk causal factors, they are not forward-looking and are lacking in risk-sensitivity.
Cause-related Risk Indicators
Unlike the first approach that uses risk factors as proxy of loss events, the second technique relates the KRIs to potential failures and lapses in risk controls.
Business processes risk drivers are identified, providing the context for the derivation of applicable risk event types. In conducting risk analysis, some practitioners
may concentrate solely on the risk events - risk causal relationship while giving
risk drivers a miss. While there is no hard-and-fast rule, practitioners should recognize the potential pitfalls of focusing at risk events directly without the proper
context.
The identified risk events are drilled down to the specific risk causal factors for
the purpose of identifying leading risk indicators. Instead of measuring the number
of failed settlements on a post-mortem basis, an attempt is made to ‘predict’ potential settlement failures.
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Systems of Internal Controls
Since the operational risk measurement methodology is still under
development, Basel II encourages the banks to further develop increasingly risk
sensitive OR management techniques, that will correspondent with the empirical
expiriances for the particular bank. The regulators thus provides significant
flexibility to banks [6], [8].
Except general norms of risk managements, credit institution must grant some
qualifying criteria mention below. Granting of this criterion is evaluated taking into
consideration coverage and activity of credit institution [5]:
• Credit institutions must implement documentary evidence for system of
operational risk calculation and management with clearly define
responsibility attributes. They define figures of exposion to operational
risk and they lead register of important data about operational risk. This
system should be subjects to independent regular review.
• System for evaluation operational risk must be stricly related to process of
risk management of given institution. Result of this estimate must present
integral part of profile monitoring and control process of operational risk.
• Credit institutions implement system of management reporting and own
procedures of taking up suitable operations according to informations
included in this system.
Figure 3. Example of an Integrated Organization Structure.

Source: Celent.
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3. CONCLUSION

Business intelligence (BI) has been referred to as the process of making better
decisions through the use of people, processes, data and related tools and methodologies [8], [9]. The roots of business intelligence are found in relational databases,
data warehouses and data marts that help organize historical information in the
hands of business analysts to generate reporting that informs executives and senior
departmental managers of strategic and tactical trends and opportunities. In recent
years, business intelligence has also come to rely on near real-time operational data
found in systems including operational loss data and other databases. “Operational”
BI is meant to provision many more functions in the organization with role-specific
dashboards and scorecards and is increasingly tied to the topics of performance
management and business process management. Inherent to any form of BI is the
notion of data quality, consistent and dependable data and the processes involved
in its creation and maintenance. Success of banking operations is strongly correlated with the quality and efficacy of banks processes.
Figure 4. Example of an BI architecture used in Operational Risk Management.

Source: SAS.
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Banks seek means for efficient analysis of vast amount of gathered data from
their IT systems. They are exploiting business intelligence technology to analyze
every aspect of their data to understand. Business Intelligence is expected to take
up a bigger part of banks’ IT budget in the coming years with Basel II compliance
and customer analytics as its driving force.
BI is defined as a broad set of applications for gathering, storing and analyzing
data to create better statistical analysis, forecasting and data mining. Business intelligence is no longer just a synonym for “reporting”. It truly has grown into its last
name: “intelligence”. The push is squarely behind using data and analytics to reduce
the uncertainty involved in managing a large enterprise. The acceleration of this phenomenon is driven by a number of interesting and converging drivers [1], [2].
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STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRONIC
SHOPS IN POLAND
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Abstract: In Poland, according to current statistic data, 95% enterprises uses
computers and access to network has 92% firms, nevertheless only 26% of
them uses Internet. Value of the Polish market e-commerce for many years
consists of profits of auction portals. At present the structure of e-shops
stayed standardized, mainly for the sake of the comfort and habits of merchants.
Key words: e-commerce, e-shop, sector of Polish e-commerce

1. POLISH E-COMMERCE

The Internet in XXI century influences every kind of activity of man. It allows
everyone to communicate more easily and to connect to other people, both by VoIP
(Voice over IP) communicators and e-mail. Satisfying human needs by the Internet
and increasing the number of users contributed to the creation of a new form of
business called e-business. The major part of electronic business consists of buying
and selling of products or services over electronic systems called e-commerce
which encompasses: support systems for trading commodities, brands, products,
customised products and custom-built goods and services; ordering and logistic
support systems; settlement and decision support systems as well as management
of information by electronic platforms. The most popular e-commerce platform in
the world is eBay which has built an online person-to-person trading community on
the Internet, using the WWW (World Wide Web)4. EBay was founded on 3 September 1995. The first item sold on eBay was a broken laser pointer for $14.83. At
present eBay is the biggest world marketplace of Internet auctions, it exists in 37
countries and assemble the community of 247 million users. In Poland eBay
opened in 2005, however enough quickly he became second auction service as
regards the popularity, mainly thanks to the brand known in world and also no
charges transactions carried out.
In Poland, according current statistic, 95% of enterprises use computers and
92% of the companies have access to the network, nevertheless only 26% of them

4

http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~magnus/ief248a/eBay/history.html, [05.10.2008]
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use Internet5 Due to wide coverage and interactiveness, electronic commerce becomes an important channel of shopping and sale. More SMEs have direct contact
with clients via electronic help forms and use Internet services assigned for attendance e-trade. The main barriers of development of e-commerce in Poland are investments for equipment and software and assuring safe transactions and personal
data. Other barriers that may be mentioned: insufficient knowledge of the technology by staff6, lack of fast networks and cost of their use, lack of abilities of using
Internet technologies as well as the language and technical part7. The last important
factor of low interest in the shopping in the WWW is lack of confidence in electronic commerce amongst the Polish society. Polish people are so keen to buy by
traditional channel and don't belong to innovative societies.
Figure 1. Barriers development of the market e-commerce in Poland.
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Source: Own based on: Internet Standard i Sklepy24.pl: E-commerce 2007,
www.internetstandard.pl [10.04.2008], 2008, p.17.

Up to the end of 2006 in the Polish Internet almost 2000 shops functioned,
however at the beginning of 2008 this number rose to 3400, at present existed
5

Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Wykorzystanie technologii informacyjno - telekomunikacyjnych w przedsiębiorstwach w 2007 r, www.stat.gov.pl [21.06.2008].
6
M. Niedźwiedziński, Globalny handel elektroniczny, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN,
Warszawa 2004, p. 95.
7
W. Chmielarz, Systemy biznesu elektronicznego, Wyd. Difin, Warszawa 2007, p. 40.
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above 4200 electronic shops. Over the half from them is also conducting the traditional sale, which mainly is treated as the main distribution channel. From the other
side the 45% of e-shops is conducting only an electronic sale what determine over
1500 shops existing exclusively virtually8.
With each passing year number of internauts making the shopping in the
WWW is increasing, it is more dynamics than the yearly increase of the number of
Internet users in Poland. Users most willingly buy on auction portals (42,8%)9,
however shopping exclusively in on-line shops are less popular.
Figure 2. Value of the Polish market e-commerce.
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Value of the Polish market e-commerce for many years in main part consists of
profits of auction portals (Figure 2). At present 57% of the entire market of the
electronic trade determine auctions services, where the portal Allegro.pl is most
popular (in the year 2007 on the service Allegro was carried out 3.15 of million of
auction in Poland10). Internauts most willingly buy an assortment from the business
audio/video devices, electronics and category “house and garden”, although two
years ago books were main products. Commodities are most rarely bought products
8

Internet Standard i Sklepy24.pl: E-commerce 2007, www.internetstandard.pl
[01.10.2008], 2008, p. 4.
9
Grzybek M., Rówińska M., Toczyski P., Kustra A., Sobolewski J.: Raport strategiczny
IAB Polska Internet 2006 Polska, Europa i Świat, AdPress Wydawnictwo Reklamowe Sp. z
o.o., Warszawa 2007, p. 52.
10
Z. Zwierzchowski, Allegro wylicytowane, Rzeczpospolita, Warszawa 2007, nr 296, s.B1.
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in the Internet trade in Poland, merely every fortieth the shop has food products in
its assortment. Polish e-shops are trying to increase assortment, in order to encourage a large number of customers. Every third examined shop offers for sale from
one to ten thousand goods and. However the most universal payment form are:
cash on delivery and bank transfer, more rarely Polish e-shops offer the payment
by credit card11, as opposed to supermarkets and most traditional shops, where
credit cards are a standard form of payment. Even information that, internet credit
cards claim to be able to offer exclusive benefits to online shoppers is less convincing for Poles. Situation can soon change it, because the last years are a period
of special involving banks in promoting credit cards. The small knowledge of customers about applied security systems of the Internet transaction is a main obstacle
both of development e-commerce as well as of modern payments systems. New
security initiatives, such as the new Chip and Pin system, using credit card online is
no riskier than using it anywhere else12.
In 2007 4.6 million of Poles made the shopping in the web, in comparing to the
year 2006, over the million buyers are more. Men a little more often do the shopping in shops online (57%), as well as on Internet auctions (65%) than women.
Three fourth of customers these are persons in the age between 15 and 39. In the
Internet trade, pupils and students most often buy, next directors and persons
working in the freelance occupation, and next white-collar workers. Manuals and
farmers most rarely become Internet customers. Further development of the Polish
electronic market depends on increasing safety of the transaction, shortening the
delivery time and keeping lower than in traditional shops prices, because for the
majority of ordinary people price comes first.
2. STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT OF ONLINE SHOPS

The first online shops were based mainly on a presentation of products in the
form of photographs and the description of technical parameters. The contact with
the customer in most cases was exclusively telephone, next an e-mail was applied
as the new channel of distribution. At present the structure of e-shops stayed standardized, mainly for the sake of the comfort and habits of internauts. Comprehensive basket functionality with order confirmation for customers is a main element
of an online business transaction.

11

Internet Standard i Sklepy24.pl: E-commerce 2007, www.internetstandard.pl
[10.04.2008], 2008, s.14.
12
Szpringer W., Prowadzenie działalności gospodarczej w Internecie, Difin, Warszawa
2005, s. 109.
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Figure 3. Diagram of customer service of e-shop.
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The process of the first shopping is always started with the registration module
where the customer is inserting essential data, to delivering the product and the
identification of the customer. Modules of the payment and delivery are elements
in which workers are playing an important role, changing the status of the transaction after post payment or after sending the product to the customer (Figure 3). In
some shops exist two different kinds of registration are described as register normally and advanced. During the normal registration process, customers write their
e-mail and postal address. During the register completely process, in addition to the
address information of the register normally use-case, the bank account, interests,
phone number and other information used to marketing targets. At present a considerable number of products and solutions are available to realise the payment part
of an online transaction.13 Usually Polish e-shops offer two major kinds of payments: cash on delivery and bank transfer. First of them it is delivery by Polish post
office, similarly to the form of postal orders which is seldom applied. Internet merchants expect a large range of payment forms therefore modern e-shops should
apply a large number of payment kinds as14:
• cash on delivery,
• cheque on delivery,
• credit card,
• PayPal or other non-card payments,
• bank transfer.
13

Bohle K., Integration of Electronic Payment Systems into B2C Internet Commerce,
Problems and Perspectives, IPTS, World Trade Center, Isla de la Cartuja, Sewilla, 2002, s.
18.
14
Internet Standard i Sklepy24.pl, ... , Op.cit. s. 14.
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At present no matter which online payment option merchant decides to use,
keeping customer sensitive data secure must be primary concern of all firms of
electronic trade market. Today's e-commerce applications transmit sensitive data
such as credit card numbers or password to account using a technology SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) or SSH (Secure SHell). All customer information should be
stored in encrypted form in databases on the server. Database is used to store all
operating information about Internet traffic on the e-shop website, both on the merchant side and worker side15.
Main element and function in standard e-shop: the catalogue manager, which
allows the customer to configure and edit the structure of catalogue categories and
sub-categories, the product manager, allow to manage the images library, prices
and others parameters. Remaining functionalities are an order manager, where
merchants can check last orders or print invoices or check the status of current
order. Payment manager is being used to accept numerous offline/online payment
processing. Additional functional blocks it: promotion module, search option and
the changes of design a website. The majority of online shops are built from standard blocks in order to simplify the navigation for customers, which are accustomed to solutions applied for many years.
Blocks of the registration, services of the e-basket are automated, the customer
can change contents of his basket in any time. In the structure of the e-shop exist
a few modules which require managing, main of then is promotion block16. Marketing action on the shop website has the task of making the potential customer
interested in the offer. The promotion manager should deliver comfortable tools for
creating the promotion and determining period of activity. Advanced tools of the
service are able to show advertisings depending on the geographical place of the
user. Next blocks being subject to managing are a catalogue of products and their
categories. Adding new products to the assortment of the shop can be automatically
due to the import of the existing database or thanks to manual writing product
parameters. A customer manager which enables to increase the number of loyal
customers is an important module17. Customer manager is a complete application
for the management of customer relationships and their profiles. It defines what the
merchant might need from a e-shop and makes customer care a part of trade business processes.
The Polish information society a little more often and more willingly is making
the shopping in the Internet. With main reasons, contributing to the development
e-commerce these are a comfort, a gain in time and lower prices. The anonymity of
the merchant permits free searching for any products and any shop. Shopping in
15

Balanescu E., Bucika M., Darie C., PHP 5 i MySQL. Zastosowania e-commerce, Helion,
Gliwice 2005, s. 43-45.
16
Budzyński W., Reklama techniki skutecznej perswazji, Poltext, Warszawa 2007, s. 182.
17
Dejnaka A., Budowanie lojalności klientów, Helion, Gliwice 2007, s. 45.
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world online shops it are slowly becoming universal and everyday, even in Poland.
However, effective managing individual elements allows to increase the online
shop competitiveness. Over 4500 online shops in Poland, in it over 1000 from the
business of electronics, proves about high interest of this form the trade.
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ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK FOR PROCESSING
KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE STATE OF ECONOMY
AND ADMINISTRATION DEVELOPMENT
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Abstract: the paper contains the results of research as regards the ways of
system knowledge representation using artificial neural networks, especially
networks of SOM type. The overview of algorithms was supplemented with a
numerical example of artificial neural network design for a specific practical
solution as regards administration and economy, conducted under personal
research in the years 2000-2008. For designing specific practical solutions
Java language as well as MATLAB and Neural Network Toolbox environments were used among others.
Key words: artificial intelligence methods, artificial neural networks, knowledge mapping, Neural Network Toolbox

1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS DESIGN

Algorithms of artificial neural networks functioning (ANN) were developed for
many years using identification methods. Therefore, they are particularly useful for
solving identification problems such as real systems identification in order to create
their neural models. Neurons, which may be connected with other neurons, thus
creating various kinds of architecture of neural networks, are a basic unit processing input data into output data in artificial neural networks. Neurons are specific
knowledge converters. Hence, at present not only weight coefficients, defining the
strength of inter-neural connections, constituting a set of model’s parameters are
used for connecting the neurons but also other terms are used more and more often,
as it is assumed on the basis of automatics i.e. not only proportional terms but also
such terms as integrating and differentiating ones (Tadeusiewicz R., 2001, Osowski
S., 2002, Tchórzewski J., Kłopotek M., 2002). Due to the character of architecture,
artificial neural networks are designed and not programmed. When designing artificial neural networks the following steps are the most significant i.e. the network’s
architecture selection, activation function selection, training rule selection and
selection of inter-neural connection type (including the determination of hierarchy
and the embedding degree of the artificial neural network) (Horzyk A., 2004,
Jankowski N., 2004). From the point of view of neural networks application for
processing system knowledge for the needs of economy and administration, the
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methods of designing self-organizing neural networks are the most significant
ones, especially Kohonen’s networks and the fact that they may be used for creating knowledge maps.
Networks of this kind detect significant dependences in the input data set themselves, and due to this fact, they are able to learn to recognize images, assign features to a selected category, find significant regularities, and even discover regularities occurring in huge datasets. As it turns out, there are no ready-made algorithms for designing artificial neural networks that are practice- and use-oriented
(appropriate catalogue of neurons and elementary neural networks for the purpose
of artificial neural networks design, that are at least similar to the design and synthesis of electronic circuits have not been prepared so far) (Ciesielski K. et.al.
2004, Kwiczak I. 2003, Tchórzewski J., Kłopotek M. 2001).
2. SELF-ORGANIZING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

The concept of self-organization as regards artificial neural networks SOM was
developed and formalized by a Finnish scientist I. Kohonen, who initiated the
research on so called knowledge mapping (Kosiński 2001, Linh 2000, Mannienien,
Pirkola, et.al. 2001, Osowski 2002, Rutkowska 1997, Tadeusiewicz 2001).
In the Kohonen’s network there is so called competitive learning during which
not all neurons undergo modification (as during training in perceptron) but only
single neurons – Winners. Only one neuron – the winner, and possibly neurons in
its neighbourhood, update their weights in order to get closer to the valid model.
In knowledge mapping various algorithms for visualization are used, i.e. Winner
Takes ALL (WTA) and Winner Takes Most (WTM).
During the implementation of a SOM neural network of WTA kind, the distance between the input vector (in the meaning of a certain metric) and the weight
vector of each neuron is calculated. The winner becomes the neuron whose weights
are the closest to the input vector, and the remaining neurons (weights) are not
subject to adaptation.
In the literature on the subject, there are numerous works dedicated to the
attempts of practical implementations of carrying out discoveries in huge knowledge databases. However, there are no works concerning the use of neural networks for visualization of knowledge for state administration and economy.
J. Vesanto used artificial neural networks for paper production analysis, J. Han −
for DNA structure and various geographical data analyses, etc. (Tchórzewski J.,
et.al. 2002, śurada J., et.al. 1996). Neural networks were also used for classifying
musical pieces, astronomical objects, automation of e-mails grouping and even for
face or palm recognition in real-time systems, etc.
An example that is close to the discussed problem of knowledge visualization
is the paper of Kamila Migdał Najman, Krzysztof Najman “Sample using SOM
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artificial neural network in the research concerning special differentiation of territorial units of districts in Poland” (Migdał Najman K., Najman K. 2003), where
the results of the conducted analysis were presented in the form of a SOM map
showing, in the visual form, significant spatial differentiation of the territory of
Poland, distinguishing five groups of territorial units that differed as regards economy and three groups of territorial units that differed from the point of view of
demographic features.
An in-depth description of knowledge mapping methods is included in the papers such as “Methods of documents set presentation in the form of a map” (Kłopotek M., Grzeszczak T., Lorens P. 2001), “Dynamic maps of documents” (Kłopotek M., Czerski D. 2002), concerning visualisation of knowledge gathered in the
Internet from the point of view of possibility to construct intelligent search engines.
From the point of view of practical use of SOM networks for making visualisations of knowledge included in distributed and huge bases of knowledge the following papers may be useful: „The Concept of Discoveries in Evolving Neural
Net” (Tchórzewski and Kłopotek 2001), “eAdministration – present state and possibilities of state administration informatization in the direction of e-society”
(Tchórzewski, Zając, et.al. 2003) and a paper „A Case Study in Neural Network
Evolution” (Tchórzewski and Kłopotek 2002).
Therefore, searching for and extracting knowledge from huge knowledge bases
such as POLTAX, REGON, NIP, KEP, PESEL, TERYT, GEOSYS, etc. and its
visualisation in other than statistical ways is a very important contemporary problem from the point of view of system transformation of state offices from the
offices with paper document circulation, computer-supported at the most, to offices
with e-document circulation.
3. OVERVIEW OF METHODS AND TOOLS FOR KNOWLEDGE MAPPING

Among many tools created on the basis of self-organizing neural networks
(SOM), such program environments as MATLAB with its Neural Network Toolbox, Stathgraph, StatSoft, SAS, SAP or Neuronix included in the package of programs produced by AITECH company, the only Polish company that produces AI
systems software, deserve particular attention.
Moreover, research results conducted for the purpose of carrying out discoveries in Internet documents sets presented in the form of appropriate products such as
WEBSOM are significant in this respect (Kohonen I., 1998). However, various
program environments are used in practice, described in papers of Glejzer K.,
Szarafin L. (2006), Kłopotek M. and Czerski D. (2002) in detail. ANSkit, AXON,
Cognitron, Desire/Neurnet, DynaMind, ExploreNet, KnowledgeNet, Neural Network Development Tools, NeuroSoft, Netteach, Cascor, Hfnet, and many other
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tools (Kłopotek M., Tchórzewski J., et.al. 2004) belong to the tools supporting
artificial neural networks design.
There are also specialised tools for building neural networks oriented for conducting discoveries in huge databases such as searching for regularities in software
and hardware resources in the state offices. They include, among others, IBM
Intelligent Miner, SAS Enterprise Miner, SGI MineSet, DBMiner and many others
such as SAS, SAP or MAX.
4. CONDUCTING DISCOVERIES – IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

The problem of data mining itself, and, on the other hand, knowledge visualization is not a new issue but there are still no satisfactory solutions. However, there
are papers on knowledge visualisation using WEBSOM, so that it is possible to
read, from the obtained map, states signifying the occurrence of regularities or
irregularities in the huge databases and warehouses.
The WEBSOM method is characterized by the occurrence of two information
levels (Kohonen I., 1998, Tchórzewski J., et.al 2004): semantic SOM network,
categorizing the concepts that occur in the text within clusters and neural network
that uses the clusters of word map categories and connects them with the content of
sorted documents.
In this method each “web” document should have its own representation in
a mapping document as a proper point. First mapping of knowledge is conducted
using 1000 documents. Later the method was tested using 100 000 documents,
organized into 10 000 nodes. The method is continuously improved and the contemporary experiments allowed to take into account 49152 nodes, with the group
consisting of 31 000 000 words.
Among other techniques supporting SOM uses in “web” knowledge resources
modelling it is worth paying attention to the method of creating so called clusters.
It is a result of network learning, on the basis of occurring similarities, as well as
the effect of association method. Structures grouping is based on similar connections strength. The conceptual clusters formed are an example of a collective construction of the “web” knowledge system. They allow for discovering the knowledge gathered at webpages.
Thus, the above mentioned examples let us consider both structural (topological) similarities and similarities as regards included knowledge. On the basis of
collected information it is possible to rank existing connections, which, eventually,
strengthens particular connections and weakens the others. Such an analysis may
be carried out from many points of view, considering the study of correlation between a model e.g. student (user model) and “purchased” information structures.
As a result of such an analysis it is possible to build an associative model of learning. One of such examples implemented in the Java language environment, dis-
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cussed in detail in “Mapping information from databases using self-organizing
neural networks” (Kwiczak 2003), concerns mapping knowledge from a database
containing information connected with hardware and software in 45 state offices.
Due to the fact that it was necessary to conduct discoveries the number of
inputs of the neural network was set at 153 and the number of outputs – at 10.
Information such as processor type, processor_frequency, memory_capacity,
hard_disk_type were assumed input signals and state office departments were
assumed output signals. Figure 1 shows examples of knowledge, testing the SOM
network after processing input data concerning an example software and hardware
in state offices. The third dimension shows the amount of hardware, or the number
of appropriate software.
A map with the knowledge structure as in figure 1 was bound with the detailed
information, which after marking a particular marker (flag) makes it possible to
obtain detailed information from the database bound with the database of a particular state office. It may concern e.g. Accountancy Department or IT Department
of all the 45 state offices. Data processing takes place in the following way: training vectors as individual records of a database are fed at the input of the network,
and a map with the assigned interpretation as the information including discoveries,
is obtained at the output. Moreover, the map makes it possible to deepen and
expand knowledge.
Figure 1. Knowledge map of hardware and software in offices.

Source: Kwiczak I. (2003).
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In turn, figure 2 shows a knowledge map concerning the distribution of neurons’ weights for each of 11 models after the end of the network’s learning process
(Kwiczak I., 2003).
Figure 2. Weights map: a) for the group taxes, b) VAT, c) months, d) excise.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Source: Glejzer K., Szarafin L. (2004).

In another example (Michalak I., 2006), the knowledge map (fig. 3) was generated
for the decree decisions in a certain state office for the data structure comprising all
the elements of the decision-making, together with its execution.
Figure 3. Knowledge map that is a calculation of a decree decisions
of an existing state office.

Source: Michalak I. (2006).

The presented examples show the wealth of possibilities allowing to obtain
various forms of knowledge maps for decision-makers working both in administration and economy. Projections of knowledge onto one, two, or three dimensional
maps has become a convenient tool supporting decision-makers in big organizations in administration and economy.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In connection with the undergoing electronic transformation in Europe and
Poland, there is urgent need for proper preparation of administration and economy
for the information society conditions, i.e. for creating methods of visualization of
knowledge contained in huge and distributed knowledge bases such as NIP, REGON, PESEL, TERYT, POLTAX, GEOSYS, etc. Proper preparation of state offices and administration demands making a map showing needs of particular organizational units.
Due to the fact that modern management of electronic state (electronic state
administration, with the presence of e-economy and e-society) demands visualization of knowledge that is not only gathered in databases but also, first and foremost, in text documents (in decisions, information about decision circulation, in
budget, financial, organizational reports, other reports and even memos). Therefore, the method of knowledge visualization should also be verified as regards extraction and visualization of knowledge contained in text documents.
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GRADESTAT – NONCOMMERCIAL STATISTICAL
APPLICATION USING GRADE ALGORITHMS
AND METHODS TO MAKE SYNTHESIS OF INFORMATION
Marek Wiech
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Summary: GradeStat is a statistical application developed in Institute of
Computer Science PAS. It utilizes grade algorithms, methods and visualizations to provide a tool for analyzing and explaining two-way contingency tables and multivariate data sets. The application helps in making a synthesis of
data by: detecting regularity in a table and ordering it according to its regularity; grade cluster analysis; detecting outliers in a table; detecting and analyzing more regular subpopulations in data set. The presentation of GradeStat
is supported by small review of other commercial and free statistical packages and by presentation of necessary concepts concerning grade methods. A
small example featuring banks’ services is also analyzed, illustrated by visualizations prepared in GradeStat.
Key words: data analysis, grade correspondence analysis, grade cluster correspondence analysis, Spearman Rho, visualization

1. INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia.org states that “a statistical package is a suite of computer programs
that are specialized for statistical analysis; it enables people to obtain the results of
standard statistical procedures and statistical significance tests, without requiring
low-level numerical programming”. Application GradeStat allows to perform
grade statistical procedures on imported data and visualize the results – all to help
an analyst to identify irregularities in data and solve typical business problems, like
identifying the most important variables or separating distinctive clusters of objects.
Statistical software is useful in getting more information on data to reinvestigate data collected during researche previously aimed at hypothesis testing. It is
particularly helpful to detect “noise” or irregular objects that disturb data and, simultaneously, these objects are a source of new information on examined problem.
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2. AVAILABILITY OF STATISTICAL PACKAGES, DIVERSITY OF THEIR
PRICES AND CAPABILITIES

Statistical software varies mainly in three areas: the availability of license, its
price and the statistical capabilities or methods implemented in a package. There
are very expensive commercial packages, when prices are usually set individually
for each customer, like SAS [http://www.sas.com], SPSS [http://www.spss.com]
and Statistica [http://www.statsoft.com]. Each of them supplies wide user support,
hotline, has Polish interface and includes a lot of various methods, from hypothesis
testing to cluster analysis, neural networks and many other algorithms. They are
full of methods, but unfortunately they are too expensive for a small company or
individual person, and usually the only possibility is to use the package at somebody’s work or, if possible, to get student’s, non-commercial license.
The second kind of applications are significantly cheaper but more specialized
software as: oriented towards researchers Stata [http://www.stata.com], designed
for biomedical sciences MedCalc [http://www.medcalc.be] or concentrated on
econometrics RATS [http://www.estima.com]. The prices range from $400 to about
$1100, and the software usually contains algorithms and visualizations suitable for
the full analysis in simple researches.
There are also applications intended as a free replacement for the paid programs, like PSPP [http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp] – replacement for SPSS,
gretl [http://gretl.sourceforge.net] – replacement for RATS, and the most popular
open-source statistical package: R [http://www.r-project.org] – at the beginning
only a replacement for S language, yet currently R has become an independent
platform for many statistical algorithms. Unfortunately, R is scripting language,
found difficult to use by non-programmers (although there exists graphical interface oriented to didactic use, called StatisticalLab). However, there are also inexpensive statistical packages which implement their inherent algorithms designed
strictly for exploratory data analysis: e.g. package Generalised Association Plots
developed at Academia Sinica [http://gap.stat.sinica.edu.tw/Software/GAP] and the
one we intend to present here – GradeStat. Both applications have their demonstration version downloadable. Commercial version of GradeStat can be bought
along with a book by KsiąŜyk et al. (2005).
Here we will present the essentials of grade data exploration that GradeStat
uses: we introduce its main concepts and illustrate them with a simple example.
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3. SHORT INTRODUCTION TO GRADE METHODS

Foundations of grade data exploration are over one century old and its most
important concepts were created by Gini and Lorenz in the beginning of the XX
century. Grade of x is a term dating from the very beginning of statistics, meaning
value of CDF FX (cumulative distribution function) given at point x, so “grade of
x” is equal to FX (x), where FX (x) = P(X ≤ x). It describes the position of value x of
variable X, valued in the interval [0, 1] against a background of the whole probability distribution of this variable; therefore all the methods associated with transformation of one variable by suitable “fuzzy” analog of the CDF of another variable are called grade methods (what is meant by “fuzzy CDF” can be found in
Kowalczyk et al. (2003, Chapter 3)).
Grade data analysis is efficient on variables measured on any measurement
scale (even categorical), because it bases on dissimilarity measures such as concentration curves and some precisely defined measure of monotonic dependence.
Its main framework is grade transformation proposed in Szczesny (1991). The idea
is to transform any distribution of a pair of variables into a convenient form of so
called copula or grade distribution. This transformation leaves needed properties
unchanged: order of variables, ranks, values of monotone dependence measures
like Spearman’s ρ* and Kendall’s τ. In an empirical case this approach consists in
analyzing two-way objects/variables table, preceded by proper recoding of variables’ values, while standard approach consists in analyzing multi-way table of
frequencies which arose from discretization of variables and/or aggregation of their
categories. After grade transformation any contingency table can be treated as a
probability table, and this also holds for some of objects/variables tables under
additional requirements concerning additivity of variables’ values (Kowalczyk et
al., 2004, Chapter 12).
4. GRADESTAT – SPECIFICATIONS AND PRESENTATION

The main tool of grade methods is Grade Correspondence Analysis (GCA), referring to classical simple correspondence analysis (Matyja, 2002; Szczesny,
2002), but significantly going beyond it – thanks to grade transformation. To put it
in a simple way, GCA orders variables/objects matrix in such a way that adjacent
objects are relatively more similar than those further apart, and at the same time
adjacent variables are also relatively more similar than those further apart. When
optimal ordering is found it is possible to aggregate adjacent objects and adjacent
variables, and therefore to build prior set number of clusters consisting of objects
(or variables) with similar distributions (Ciok et al, 1995; Ciok, 2004).
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Last but not least it is possible to point out the main trend in data, to find objects (or variables) highly departing from this trend, to separate these objects (or
variables) into different subpopulation and then to analyze both regular and the
outlying subpopulations (Szczesny 1999, 2000). This feature usually differs grade
data analysis from classical analyses in that outlying objects are excluded, but are
not then analyzed as a subpopulation.
Decisions on what level of departure is proper, how many clusters should be set
or what the detected trend shows, are aided by visualizations, mainly graphs of
overrepresentation, dissimilarities and correlations. Overrepresentation map is the
chart of the probability density of grade distribution, showing which cells are overor under-represented in a particular dataset, while Pearson and Spearman correlation maps show linear dependences between variables.
While typical analyses are focused on relating the results to defined larger
population, grade data analysis puts the stress on trends found in gathered data. The
conclusions are drawn from data and give useful information even in case of bad
randomization or other problems common in analyzes of empirical data. It should
be noted at this point that grade data analysis is an exploratory method. As in Greenacre (1984) exploratory methods are based on the development of model (or
models) fitting the data, rather than the rejection of hypotheses based on the lack of
fit. Therefore, there are no statistical significance tests applied to the results, as the
main purpose of this method is to get a “deeper insight” into analyzed data.
5. EXAMPLE: BANKS

In this section we present a theoretical example with 25 banks compared by 5
variables. Dataset presented in Fig. 1 (left) corresponds to those banks and variables X = (X1, ... , X5) where X1 denotes incomes from deposit activities in local
currency, X2 denotes incomes from deposit activities in foreign currency, X3 denotes incomes from credit activities in local currency, X4 denotes incomes from
credit activities in foreign currency and X5 denotes incomes from other activities.
Right map in Fig. 1 shows overrepresentation map – in short, cells with black or
dark background show that value is higher than expected (overrepresented), grey
background denotes that value is close to expected in the case of Independent
Identically Distributed (IID) tables, and bright or white background shows that
value is lower than expected (underrepresented).
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Figure 1. (left) Raw data map of banks sorted alphabetically with values inscribed into
cells; (right) overrepresentation map of banks.
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Source: own preparation.

Figure 2. Overrepresentation maps (left) banks and variables not ordered, before GCA;
(right) ordered by GCA.
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Source: own preparation.

Fig. 2 (left) shows the same overrepresentation map without values inscribed
into cells. After ordering rows and columns by Grade Correspondence Analysis we
obtained map in Fig. 2 (right). According to this map the profiles of banks B5, B6,
B7, B8, B9, B10, B11, B12 are very similar (concentrating strongly on X2 and almost
overlooking X4); the remaining ones tend to concentrate rather on X4, with exception of B13 (concentrated on X2 and X4). All variables are positively correlated. Then
we set divided variables into 3 clusters: {X5}, {X4, X3, X2}, {X5} and objects into 4
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clusters, shown in Fig. 3 (left). However the clusters were unsatisfactory to the
analyst, as the existence of the irregularities in the table was suspected.

X5
B12
B10

X4

X3

X2

B12
B11
B10
B9
B8
B7
B6
B5
B14
B15
B16
B17
B4
B18
B19
B20
B13
B21
B3
B22
B23
B24
B2
B25
B1

Figure 3. (left) Overrepresentation map of table ordered by GCA and clustered (horizontal and vertical lines separate clusters); (right) map of how every bank departs each
other, bank B13 outlies every other bank.
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0.34
0.31
0.27
0.23
0.2
0.16
0.12
0.09
0.05
0

Source: own preparation.

To visualize the strongest outliers from detected regularity, a map of diversity
between every pair of banks is shown in Fig. 3 (right). The darker is the intersection between two banks, the more different are their distributions. It is obvious that
the strongest outlier is B13. Bank B13 has large incomes from deposits in local currency and other bank services. It is a special bank, focused on one typical activity:
it deposits devise and other bank services. A typical example is an Internet bank,
which practically does not perform credit and deposit activities, but instead offers
its clients many services concerning funds, shares etc.
After excluding B13, the table with 24 banks is still very irregular and it is desirable to extract further banks outlying the regularity. Finding regular subpopulations consist in detecting and rejecting objects one by one (as in the case of B13) as
long as the expression 1-τmax/τabs of the remaining set is increasing (i.e. the set becomes closer to total positivity of order 2). By using this method the set of 24
banks was split into two parts: banks B1 to B12 and banks B14 to B25. Both found
subpopulations are very regular.
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Figure 4. Overrepresentation maps (ordered by GCA) of two detected highly regular
subpopulations (left) banks B1–B12; (right) banks B14–B25.
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Source: own preparation.

The first subpopulation consists of banks B1 – B12, which are rather big, universal banks with a large number of departments, adapted to full customer service.
Among them there are banks collecting large deposits and fund budget (large repayments on deposits, smaller on credits) and also banks well adapted to credit
market. The other ones are running modern technologies and therefore gain bigger
profit. Here are banks on similar level, with incomes coming from various sources.
In the second subpopulation banks B14 – B25 are smaller (or very small), forced
to compete with universal banks by prices. They are ordered according to local
deposits and foreign credits versus foreign deposits and other services. Actually we
observe small diversity between these banks, but a big difference in their values of
X5 (other services).
This example was presented to show only primary objectives of grade data exploration and indispensable theoretical details are provided in cited articles. When
carrying on research, dealing with hundreds of variables and thousands of objects
is inevitable, and in such a case detecting main trends and separating outliers is a
must-have feature of any application supporting decision making.
6. CONCLUSIONS

GradeStat has been recently successfully used in analyzing linguistic, psychological, and cryptography data, the medical images of NMR, and especially medical and demographic data. Compared to big statistical packages it offers its inher-
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ent unique visualizations and well-put-together grade algorithms, which may help
people feeling lost in the overabundance of possible statistical functions available
in such packages. In comparison to majority of open source applications, GradeStat
offers more user-friendly interface and a clear way of analyzes of typical contingency tables. However, it is important to stress that the researcher has to have good
knowledge of analyzed data and pay great attention to the normalization of data, as
otherwise the effects of GCA and posterior outlier detection might be not satisfactory. Overall it cannot be stressed enough that the statistical packages or decision
making support systems do not make a decision, nor give “sure” answers, as they
play only the role of an adviser.
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Summary: The role of Small and Medium Enterprises in global economy is
still very important. Majority of IT companies belong to this group. New
economy and second wave of e-business gave even more opportunities of
small business development. However, SMEs are forced by markets to act in
global range just like large players. More and more businesses have to spread
its representatives, service providers and even project groups worldwide.
Most of the value of such companies comes from so called intellectual capital. To work effectively in such environment SMEs have to implement
effective Management Information Systems to protect its most valuable
resources which are: knowledge, intellectual property rights and information.
Most of the research results and ready solutions in MIS area are focused on
large enterprises. Important question that still stands is how to fit the “large”
MIS philosophy and technology in special situation of relatively small enterprise.
Key words: management information system, mis, sme, erp, crm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Management Information System research always shows an importance of organizational context factors. The most of previous results, obtained almost exclusively from studies of large organizations, in many cases cannot be generalized to
small organizations. According to PMR report on IT market in Poland, large enterprises take 58% of the market and at the same time small or medium size companies only 13%. This is main reason why MIS vendors seem to be less interested in
this sector. Major MIS developers and resellers are: SAP – 39,2%, Comarch 8,6%, Oracle – 7,5%, IFS – 6,4%, Microsoft – 5,3%. Their portfolios seem to be
mostly “big clients oriented”. The software and hardware solutions are complicated
and expensive so could only be considered as an investment in the economy of
scale. This article is a case study showing an example of small IT business implementing own MIS solution. The system is strongly document oriented and uses
previously existing data sets such as financial and accounting databases. This
makes the solution more cost effective in implementation and operation phase.
The supply module of the system will be presented as an example.
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2. DEFINITIONS

Management Information System is computer-based or manual system that
transforms data into information useful in the support of decision making. MIS can
be classified as performing three functions:
• To generate reports - for example, financial statements, inventory status
reports, or performance reports needed for routine or non-routine purposes.
• To answer what-if questions asked by management. For example, questions such as "What would happen to cash flow if the company changes its
credit term for its customers?" can be answered by MIS. This type of MIS
can be called Simulation.
• To support decision making. This type of MIS is appropriately called Decision Support System (DSS). DSS attempts to integrate the decision maker,
the data base, and the quantitative models being used.
Different countries define SMEs differently. In the EU a business with a headcount
of fewer than 250 is classified as medium-sized; a business with a headcount of
fewer than 50 is classified as small, and a business with a headcount of fewer than
10 is considered a micro business.
3. PROBLEM

First of all, managers have to research what their real needs are. Do they need
complex integrated system or rather several small systems collecting management
information separately. In most cases small and medium size companies grow with
solutions they chose in the past without thinking of future needs of integration.
It means that for example: CRM databases, accounting system, document management systems are totally independent. The cost of potential integration is
important problem. Most of the integrated systems ERP Class are to expensive and
complicated for small businesses.
4. CASE STUDY

The case study describes an implementation phase of document oriented MIS
in small IT company in Poland. The general idea of the whole system is quite
simple. Most of business processes within the company are based on documents
and work flow – for example:
• order forms,
• agreements,
• technical documentation,
• instructions etc.
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Each document has procedures including:
• workflow operations,
• employees engagement and responsibilities,
• deadlines etc.
Most of business resources and data are stored in existing databases:
• inventory databases,
• existing and prospect client databases,
• employees databases etc.
MIS will be using data from existing data base sources. The whole system is
document oriented and improves existing open source Document Management
System and Workflow System philosophies. Based on this knowledge and existing
open source DMS core engine solutions, the system is being developed in .NET
Framework. Important part of its development is implementation of existing procedures and flowcharts representing sequences of activities for different business
processes.
Picture 1. Flowchart for electronic product acquisition and management.
Overview Flowchart for
Electronic Product
Acquisition and
Management
notification of new
product

product
consideration
and trial process

licensing
negotiation

technical
evaluation

business
negotiation

implementation
processes

maintenance
and review

Source: Report of the DLF Electronic Resource Management Initiative, Appendix B: Workflow
Flowchart, http://www.library.cornell.edu/elicensestudy/dlfdeliverables/
/fallforum2003/Workflow_final.doc, 2008, page B-1.
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The case study will be mostly focused on Supply Management Module. The
module is designed to support supply demands and supply status in the company
by improving information flow between company’s workers and management.
The system guarantees effective work for up to 40 users simultaneously in respect of existing company’s infrastructure. System is built in three-layers technology (RDBMS, application server, web browser: Internet Explorer 7.x or higher or
Firefox 2.x or higher). The module uses some Java applets and activeX controls to
serve scanner or any other external devices.
System provides support for managers, sub managers, technical workers, ordinary workers, etc. The roles are listed in table below:
Table 1. Roles and functions.
Role name

Privileges / functions

Worker

Enter new order and view order status

Technical

Order evaluation in respect of technical information, change order
base properties

Manager

Accept orders and set order priority

Accountant

Sets time interval to realize the order and costs

Board

View order list
Source: Own work.

Data model reflects structure of database content. Column „FORMAT” describes format and size of record in following way:
• NUMBER – field contains only numbers , e.g. 5 or 3,7654
• CHAR(1) – field contains exactly one character
• VARCHAR(x) – field contains any text (various characters), size of a
field in brackets (max number of characters in a field)
• DATE – field contains only date, e.g. 2008-03-15
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Picture 2. UML information flow state diagram.

Source: Own work.

The system contains following functions hierarchy:
1. „worker"
a. Input new demand
b. View inputted demands
2. „technical”
a. Assign approximate price
b. Assign product supplier
c. Accept technical part of demand
3. „manager"
a. Decide demand priority
b. Accept demand
4. “accountant”
a. Assign realization time taking priority into consideration
b. Assign real demand price
5. “board”
a. View all demands in system
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Picture 3. Use case diagram.

Source: Own work

Architecture makes specific permissions accessible to external users through
Internet network. This access will be secured with unique login and password,
which will protect system from unauthorized access.
Data transmission between the module and remote user will be realized with
use of public Internet network by VPN channels created for transmission time
(temporary created channels not accessible to other users). Transmission in those
channels will be encrypted. Visual schema of connections with external users is
presented below.
Picture 4. Ways of communication with external users.

Source: Own work.
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5. CONCLUSION

Presented solution is in implementation phase. At this stage you can not formulate fully justified conclusions if this solution is effective way of solving MIS
“problems” within small and medium enterprise. However authors found it interesting to use new approach: (1) document oriented MIS, (2) use an open source
systems for managing document and work-flow as a model, (3) use of existing data
sources, (4) cost effectiveness. The project requires further research and most of all
post-implementation analysis to find out how much this approach works in specific
conditions.
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